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Imangaoal smasimisiman
Dcinotitutionalization of juvenile offenders is

at the heart of the Juvenile Justice and Delin-

quency' Prevention Acts,' Nowhere is the need to

deinstitutionalize more urgent than in our

nation's county jails and municipal lockups. 1Re-

cent research confirms the often stated but pre-

viously undocumented problems associated with the

practice 'of jailing juveniles; strong and per-

vasive national suppOrt
prohibiting jail confine-

ment of juveniles has established an environment

conducive to change; and the successful efforts

at the state and local level provide clear di-

rection for those communities, interested in re-

moving children from adult jails and lockups.

while removing children from adult' jails and

lockups is only part of the overall deinstitu-

tionalization mandate of the JJDP Act, it is

clearly the most grievoUs and chronic element in

the longstanding pattern of institutional over-

kill in the United. States. Dissolution of this

practice will require
imagination and perserver-

ance at the local level as well as the continued

support of al/ those Participating in the

National Symposium on Children in Jail, ,

Ira N. Schwaitz

Administrator

,

Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention
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Intrdduction

have all attended
conferences whose ultimate

tutcomes seer to be little more than providing

ign excuse for the out-of-town travel of the z

p'articipants. The National Symposium
on Children

in Jails was intended, by its planners to have

effects more.fax-reaching;'
They untended that

participation in the Symposium should make a .

real and positive
difference in the work of its

participants, and in the lives of the children

they serve.

( 7,

This central concern of the"Symposium'ejlanning

Covittee was expresied in four major objectives

which guided the work of planning and implemen-

tation. The first was to "provide participants

with the latest research about the problem of

children in jails." The second was to "provide

information about and access to successful

afterna0.ves to. the Practice Of jailing child-

yen." he thircrwas to "develop action programs,

plans, and policies for the removal of children

from jails, which ceuld be implemented by the

participants after1the Symposium conclusion."

N

The final objective was to "enernte ,public

support for thelemoval of children from jails,"

Research is an imputIant aid in dqflnIng, clari-

fying and resolving problems in any field.

Often,however, lAearch
findings do not reach

practitioners in the field as soon as they '

should. or do p6ctioners usually have an

opportunity to question researchers and relate

the new knowledge to their own situations, con-

cerns and problems. The Symposium's first ob-

jective was to provide that opportunity for

practitioners, as well as to make available the

results of recently concluded, and often un-

published research.
Researchers from universi-

ties, state agencies and other research insti-

tutions presented findings from research covering

a. wide range of issues concerning the problem

of juveniles in adult jails, The presentations

were followed by an opportunity for participants

to question'researchers
and relate the findings

to their individual concerns.

Linda Abram, of the Community Research Forum

of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-

paign, presented findings which studied the

policies and practices. of the federal detention

of'youth, and which assessed their responsiveness

to the objectives of qhe JJDP Act, Mark Ezell,

of the Florida Center for Children and Youth,

outlined the results of a comprehensive study

of children in adult jails and the problems

which exist concerning
efforts to prohibit the

practice in the State of Florida: aDonn'

Hamparian, of the 'Academy for Contemporary

Problems, described
findings bf her

study concerning w iv r of juvenile court juris-

diction. John Poulin, of the National Assess-

ment Center for Alternatives to Juvenile.Justice

k f



Processing at University, of Chicago, pro-

vided findings oncerning the number of children

incarcerated inithe 1970's, Kenneth Wooden,

author of the widely acclailmed Weeping in the

Playtime of Others, pies rated valuable insight

into his investigatiWieporting'of 'the juvenile

justice system.

To end the practid of jailing juveniles, suc-

cessful and feasible alternative practices

be available to decision-Makers, The Symposium's

second objective was to give participants access

to a wide range of such alternatives, so that

they might select and adapt to local conditions

those most appropriate, The Symposium "work-

file" (given to each participant) contained much

information on alternative programs, including

abstracts developed by the National Council on

Crime and Del6quency, of a number of model

alternatives.. Further information was provided

by over a dozen workshop presentors who spoke

on alternative programs from rich and varied'

backgrounds in development, research and techni-

cal.assistance.

Many conferences are effective in disseminating

information, yet make no provisiohlfor its direct

utilization in the field, The Symposium's third

objective, the development of "action plans" was

selected to aid participants in directly applying

the knowledge they gained to their own situations

at home, Afternoon "strategy sessions' fled by

facilitators, encouraged participants Eo develop

plans of action for implementation in their own

states. Varied attendance, differing problems

and resources; and wide ranges of organizational

maturity necessarily wrought great variation in

the plans which were developed, This is as it

should be, for this aspect of the Symposium

especially belonged to the'participants, It was

2

theirs to do with as they pleased, their most

salient opportunity to adapt the program to their

needs and interests, It, was perhaps this aspect

of. the program, more than any other, which kept

the Symposium from being "just another confer-

ence." As Gail Fuhke said, "A conference with

an outcome beyond the,usual stacks of material

- a 'revolutionary' idea, long otrerdue!" As

Virginia Mackey put it, "This was a working

Symposium which lived up to that expectaUon."

The Symposium's f'ourth objeCtive wasithe gener-

ation of public support for resolution of the

problem of children in jails, The problem is

both a national, and a local one, and the Sympo-

sium dealt wi

On the nation

ness were aro

h this objective on both levels.

1 level, public interest and aware-

sed through publicity on the

Symposium itself, Barbara Sewell, of the Commu-

nity Research Forum, and Jim Collier, of the

Office of Public Affairs' of the University of

Illinois at Urbana- Champaign, carried out an un-

usually effective publicity campaign that brought

representatives from the Colorado media, the

Los Angeles Times, National Public Radio and CBS,

Change, Rolling" Stone and Newsweek magazines have

requested' information on the Symposium, as has

the Secretary General of Interpol-,

On the local level, the Symposium focused on

helping participants educate the public in their

own communities, The workshop on public educa-

tion presented; 1) the most current and effective

means to determine the information that should be

given the public; 2) publicity as a means of edu-

cating the public; and 3) the use of advertising

in public ducation. The Symposium "work-file"
offered Hume public education resources, in-

cluding ample press release, and an annotated

bibliogr phy of public education references, The
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effectiveness of the above for participants may

he reflected in the fact that over a dozen

'action plans" apecifically included "public

tducation" as an objective,

In addition to achieving its four central objec-

tives, the Symposium had some additional out-

comes, Samuel Sublett mentioned that the

"Symposium provided a good forum for idea ex-

change and development "of policy consensus,"

Elizabeth'Dreyfuss said, "The. Symposium provided

materials begging to be, translated into under,

standable curriculum for schools and detention

facilities," The information presented.and

ideas exchanged at the Symposium sparked valu-

able thoughts for future research, programming

and action. Among them were:

I'd like to an entire,co fcrence

focused on the alternatives [ o jail],

including nitty-gritty techniques of

residential tare add treatment.

.Roger Paine

uture conferences might focus on'the

evelopment of skills in team building

nd the development of coalitions.'

Clergue Jones

One aspect of the...problem which has

not received its share of attention

is the issue of juveniles waived to

the adult court system who are held...

as adults prior to disposition.

Sally Hamer

All the outcomes of the Symposium vete the result

of over ,six months of hard work by more people

1(4 3

than there is space here to mention. The UN

provided the majority of the financial support

for the Symposium, but the participants them-

selves made it all possible. Without their at-

tendance; participation, questioning, and In-

volvement, none or this would have occurred,

Was all'this worthwhile? The latest research

was reported to participants and they took ad-

vantage; of their opportunity to question re-

searchers, to probe beneath the obvious, and to

relate this new knowledge to their own circum-

stances, Access was given to successfUl alter-

natives to jailing children. Reams of printed

material, interpersonal exchanges of experience,

and over a dozen workshop presentations offered

almost a plethora of information. Participants

from 41 states and several provinces of Canada

developed action plans to implement upon their

return home,' Problems were defined and clari-

fied, ebjectives determined and dates set for

future meetings, as a result of the SymposiuM's

trategy sessions,' A strong publicity effort

generated unusual amounts of press coverage, and

,reporting, while the public education materials

gave participants the tools to continue the

effort on their home fronts, Perhaps Terry

Dobahue said it best:

Symposia such as this demonstrate

that issues, problems and innovative Ni

programs can be presented in a manner

which converts effective ideas into

specific system change strategies.
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Keynote Address

" The, keynote speaker for the National SymnosiuM

on Children in Jail--Ira M. Schwartz, Adminis-

trator of the Office of juvenile Justice and

4
Delinquency Prevention- -was introduced by Don

Jensen who noted Schwartz's long standing commit-

ment to reform in the area of juvenile justice

and delinquency prevention.
Prior to his appoint-

Y
i ment to the Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention, Mr. Schwartz was

Executive DireCtor of the Washington Council onl

Crime and Delinquency:and before that of the

John Howard Association.

In bis keynote address, Mr. SchWartz reported

that 'U.S. Deputy Attorney General Renfrew 'had pro-

poseq to Congress during the past week, that ifie

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency.Prevention ATt

be amended4to prohibit the confinement of

juveniles in adult jails and(lockups, and to

require completg removal within seven years as

a cottion of participation in the funding pro-

gram the Act. This amendment would replaCe ,

the often abused "sight and sound" separation

required under current legislation.

,

.

Schwartz c ted the Practice of jailing juveniles

as the mos irievous aspect of our Nation's

rOng-standi g pattern of over-institutioializa-

tion, not in that there are more than 500,000

juveniles confined in adult jails a4lockups

,each year. He stated that the abuses cited by

`the Children's Defense Fund in Children in Adult

Jails have been repeatedly confirmed by research

since the enactment of the JJDP Act in 1974, and

pledged the resources of his Office to eliminate

the practice. He urged Symposium participants

to enlist the involVemedtsof all citizens' in

their home communities in his effort and asked,

1

them to recognize the imag native and valuable

contribution which young p ople can make toward

resolving'this unique problem indigenous to

I,
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The Symposium on Children in Adult Jails was

,'Ibpened by Rosemary Ahmann, a County Commissioner

from Minnesota who chairs the Criminal Justice

Cbmmittee of the National Association of Coun-

ties;' In her opening remarks, she reiterated

the position 'Of the National,Coalition for Jail

Reform calling for a complete and unequivocal

prohibition on the jailing of juveniles. As ao

darter member of the Coalition, Commissioner

Ahmann recognized several people seated at the

ead table who had worked closely with the group

in ormu sting this strong national stance, in-

cluding Rodiiick O'Connor, National Association

of Counties; John Churchville, American Friends

Service,Committee; Ira Schwartz and David West

of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention; Jim Brown of the Community Research

Forum of the University of, Illinois, at Urbana-

Champaign; Barbara Fruchter of the Juvenile

Justice Center of Pennsylvania; Kay Harris of

the National Council on Crime and Delinquency;

and Don Jensen of the John Howard Association;

and Anthony P. Travisono, of the American Cor-

rectional Association,

()
N
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their own age group. Further, he urged the
establishrAnt of specific and objectiye release/
detention criteria and the development of
alternatives to secure/detention. Schwartz
cautioned against over-zealous development of
new juvenile residential facilities, citing
research which documents the-extremely high
detention rate which exists in the nation, and
the tendency of the court to detain even greater
numbers of youth where separate juvenile deten-
tioncenters are available.

Special note was made of the contribution of the
National Coalition for Jail Reform, with
Schwartz calling for the continuatisp- of a
strong, pervasive'commitment by the member
organizations to educating the public,-and
"raising, the level of citizen awareness of the
issues surrounding the jailing of juveniles. \

In closing, Schwartz cited the practicality of
removing juveniles from adult.jails and lockups,
desCribing the accomplishments in Davenport,
Iowa and in the State of Pennsylvania as ex-
amples. He wished the Symposium participants
well in the development of state strategies
.during the three-day session and solicited con-
tinued support for the Congressional delibera-
tions currently underway.

r
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The. Problem of
Children in jails

Don Rademacher,

Community Research Forum

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

My comments are based on the Children's Defense

Fund study,' Children in Adult 'Jails', The infor-

mation was obtained during on-site visits to 449!_,

jails and lockups in nine states. The study is

not new. The data will be augmented by findings

obtained during the current verificatiqp review

of detention practices
and monitoring in 42 states

and the District of Columbia being done for OJJDP.

First, a few general issues;

The United States has an excessive ntiberof

/ facilities in which people c'aibe locked up.

During the CDF study it was estimated that there

were over 16,000 jails and lockups at the com-

munity level. We really do not know just how

many there are. States are still finding lockups.

Capacity in these facilities is also high, more

than needed in many communities.

Children are locked in every conceivable secure

facility.

Admission and release records in these facilities

are limited and often do not exist in any usable

form, While records have improved in some facil-

ities, the inmate's name, age, offense, time and

date admitted, and time and date released are

hard to find in most.

While the CDF study was based on limited data,

the data were collected on-site. This is impor-

tant. Questionnaires will not do the job.

Some findings:

Of the 449 jails visited, 38,1 percent held

children regularly, by policy.

-- Another 15 percent admitted they held chil-

dren occasionally.

Childrep found their-way into 53 percent of

the jails and lockups. The percentage may be

',lightly lower today,,

In the study, it was assumed that most of the

children held in adult facilities would be held

in "county jdJir.,'Of the county, jails, '59.2 per-

cent held 6::

-- It was assumed that,city jails and lockups

would hold few.children. Only 29.2 percent of

these facilities-held
children, but they held,

more than county jails annually.

It was.assumed_thatsoAties with juvenile

detention homes would rarely;use adult facilities,

Of the counties and independent cities visited,

55 percent had detention homes. In these juris-

dictions, 83 jails and lockups held over 9,000

children during the study year.



On, the day the facility.was visited, 350 chil-

dren'were in adult'facilities. Of the total, 93

.'had been waived to adult criminal jurisdiction,

81.6 percent were boys--18.4 percent were girls.

G.

-- Of the total, 43.4 percent were under age 15

and 9.2 percent were under 13 Of the girls '

held,, 75.0 percent were under 15 ; ,d 12.5 percent

were under 13. This is changing., FeWer girls

are held today. Children In jails.are a bit

older.

Minority' children are over-represented in the
,

jail population. While most children hold were

white, 31.8 percent were minority chit ren and

24.8 percent were black. Bias was no d in most

communities.

--Up to'our day of visit, the average stay in'

these facilities was six days. 31.9 percent were

held under 24 hours, but this is not comforting

for this is the dangerous time Period. Of all

children held, 54.9 percent stayed less than 72

hours, but 37.8 percent stayed five days or longer.

One Indiana boy, who had been committed to a

mental health facility, had already been in jail

over six months. 'The chief jailer sadly watched

the child deteriorate.

We expected the offen4es of the children to be

serious. Most were not. They were:

'Serious crimes against persons 11.7%.

Property crimes 27.8%

Minor assaults 3.7%

Minotproperty offenses 6.8%

:Behavior acts 12.3%

Status offenses 17.9%

"1

Protective offenses--non-offoases 4.3%

Awaiting.transfdr--offense unknown 15.5%

..,)All too often the of ense was Unknown.

It was mentioned that 93-of the children held had

been waived. These children. are placed in the

general population. 'The/ number of children

waived seems to be increasing. A waived boy in

Seminole Country, Florida waited 211 days for a

trial on purse-snatching. When his case was

again continued on the 212th day, he set fire to

,th jail, killing himself and ten other inmates.

'Most state laws require' the separation of adults

and children in adult secure facilitip, We

found that 35.9 percent 9f these facilities Pro-

, .yided substantial separation, 42..3 percent pro-

' vided some separttion, and 21.8 percent provided

no separation. This is improving, but is 'still

a prol(lem in most sta'.es.

How many children are held in jails and lockups?

No one knows for sure: In Corrections in the

United States, the National Council on Crime and

Delinquency's, study for the President's Crime

Commission, it was reported that 85,951 children

were held in jails. If children hold in lockups

were included the estimate was 100,000,

In Under Lock and Key, Dr. Rosemary Sarri said

that 500,000 children were held in jails and

lockups.

OUr unpublished conser1vative estimate'made during

the Children in Adult Jails study placed the

number over 600,000. At the time, there may

have been over a million held annually. The num-

ber is probably down today, but it is still way

too high.



The effect of adult detention on children is not

documented. Suicide data show therate is high

than for juvenile detention homes. Rape and

general child abuse do occur regularly. Criminal

if
education is advanced. The solution is available

Close adult jails and lockups to all children.

John J. Buckley, Sheriff

Middlesex County, Massachusetts

Massachusetts underwent extraordinary reform a

decide ago and essentially ended the pradtice

within the state of jailing children in adult

facilities. The reform effort also broke the

system'of centralized training school which the

state mclntained. In its place, the newly-created

Department of Youth Services (DYS) sought to

establish small, community-baSed programs which

were less restrictive and More focused on treat-

ment than detention.

The experience of Massachusetts reform taught us

lessons we had not anticipated. First, we learned6?

that reforminithe old system proved.far more

difficult than anticipated because of staff resis-

tance and after two years of trying, the new DYS

Commissioner, Jerome Miller, closed it down

entixely. At about the same time,.as sheriff, I

sued myself in order to get the 50 or so children

then in my cisstody out of our adult facilities

under the same state law 6eatin!, the Department

of Youth Services. In a short time, there were

no children in ,any jail in the state.

Taking the childten out of jail and closifig the

old training school system was only a preliminary

step. It took several more years to create a

new system. The original plans were.not quite in

place when the schools were closed, placing a

rather creative strain on.both regional DYS staff

and community programs. After the majority of

youth were placed, it took even more time to

develop, the, capacity'to effectively evaluate

them and support those which were working well.

Now that consolidation has taken place and some

stability has returned to the system, much of

the controversy is focused on the nature of

secure detention:, children in jail having,come

full circle.

One problem existing thrbughour the reform effort

was due to the inability of LAYS to control the.

entire process. Other actors in the system have

tried to cvak it by holding children in secure

detention before they were heard in court and

torned oVer to DYS, or by having them bind over

to stand trial as adults. But that was only part

of the problem, The larger issue has to do with'

the perceived n'ed for secure facilities for some

children, althou h 'there is considerabl debate

about whether it s a real need -of the ch dren'

or a political perception. There is some evidence

to suggest that those held in secure detention

(however arbitrarily) before their case is heard,

in court stand a greater chance of being sent to

a secure facility by DYSrjater:

The initial reaction was to don away with as many

secure facilities as possible. This was followed

by the realization that some kids would run, and

when they were'unable'to run, they took out their

hostility On the staff which was Afficiently

trained 'to handle it. This led lt turn to staff



training, and eventually to clinical professionals

charged with secure treatment in facilities that

were not to house more than 15 children at a

time.

j The issue of security appears to hinge on several

factors: real need, or at least the needs per-

ceived by the institutions' professionals; and

political perceptions having to do with questions

of fear and distrust, both of which appear to be

on the rise in America today. Although Massa-

chusetts is ahead of most states in getting kids

out of jail, reform seems to be 'cyclical and we

may be moving into a conservative phase. The

fear, distrust., and general alienation we hear so

much about today may make serious inroads into

our progress.

costing taxpayers billions of dollars and denying

our young the chance 'for a decent .and full life )

where they may develop their own unique potential.

Wooden, who has collected poetry of these for-

gotten youngsters, interweaves their prose with

his investigative.reporting. This issue it; docu-

mented in Wooden's.best-selling book, Weeping in

the Playtime of Others.

Kenneth Wooden

'National Coalition for Children's Justice

Ken Wooden speaks of a forgotten and abused seg-

ment of our society--the children who are in

lockups or lost to the streets. Failed by thL:r

parents, their school, their churches and their

communities, these youngsters are hapless victims

of economic, political and sexual exploitation.,

Come and learn about the last frontier of human

rights; children and institutional suicides, the

interstate commerce of kids, child prostitution

and pornography and the non-readers'who are place

in residential treatment centers at $15,000 to

$50,000 per child per year. Discover the scams

10

Margaret L. Woods

National Council on Crime and Delinquency

When dealing with the subject of alternatives to

jailing or institutionalizing children, only cur -4

sory attention is given to the needs of poor and

minority children,

It is almost axiomatic that institutional popula-

tions are,almost.entirely minority and poor (80-

90 percent) and alternative programs are mainly

for white, middle and upper, class youth. Yet,

studies have shown that middle and upper class

't* and white youth commit as many crimes as poor

children and that place of residence and race are

not significant determinants of degree of youthful,

criminal activity..

The words "racism" and "classism" are frequently

considered taboo, but, o avoid their use is to

duck the issue, The are the two major reasons

minority and poor yo th are disproportionately

represented in instit t onal populations. Racism

and classism infect al aspects our society,

and they are not going to i e mated in the

near future. However, if we are serious abo



re

ending the' differential treatment of children

these two basic ills of American society must be

frontally assaulted,

Both formal and informal court criteria for deten-

tion are weighted against minority and poor youth.

They typically include income level, parental

education level, parental employment status,

location of residence, and length of stay in the

community. All of these criteria can, and usually,

do, operate against minorities and the p9or.

Alternative programs oftin have a white, middle

class orientation. The opgrators are either .

unwilling or unable to take into consideration

the positive aspects of cultures other than their

own. For example, rather than seeing ''street

culture" and the extended family as.strengths

they view them as inherently criminogenic. This

causes
alternative programs either to not accept

minority and poor youth or to make unfair and

unrealistic demands on these youngsters, virtually

assuri will "fail."

But programs such as the House of.Umoja"in

iiillad!lphia, New Pride in Denver, and the

Neighborhood Youth Diversion Project in New York

City prove that alternative piqramming for

minority and poor youth can work.

4
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There are ways to ensure that all youth receive

fair and equitable treatment within the juvenile

justice system. Court detention practices must

be striqk monitored, and financial sanctions

applied ihere flagrantly discriminatory practices

are found. Alternative program admission prac-

tices must also be strictly monitored, and the

same fiscal sanctions applied.

Minority and poor communities must' be empowered

to share the
responsibility of helping their

, 11

children. They must be helped to: 1) participate

in monitoring of both the courts and alternative

programs; 2) advocate for programs within their

communities, which have staff representative of

the community; and 3) advocate for nontraditional

minority and 'community groups to become service

providers,

The elimination of racist and classist practices

in the juvenile justice system is not, however,

solely the responsibility of poor and minority

groups. For these efforts to succeed requires

the participation of all segments of the com-

munity, working together.

John E. Porilin

National Center for the Assessment of Alternatives

to Juvenile Justice Processing

University of Chicago

Findings from a recently completed, study- -

Juveniles in Detention Centers and Adult Jails:

An Analysis of State Variations During the Mid-

1970's -- showed extreme,variation among the states

in the use's detention centers and adult jails

for juvenile offenders. Rates of admissions to

both types of facilities' varied one hundredfold.

Correlational and regression-analyses revealed

that the practices of detaining juveniles in

centers and jails are unrelated and that they

form distinct patterns in relation to other

,actors, Detaining'juveniles in centers is pri-

marily an urban phenomenon strongly related to

referral to court. Holding juveniles in jails

is a rural practice unrelated to court activity

but strongly associated with police contact.



These find1ngs suggest the need for the develop-

ment of differing strategies or types of programs ,

if the pals of reducing the use of detention

centers and eliminating the practice of holding

juvenlles in adult jails are to be realized.

James W. Brown

CoMmunity Research Forum,

University of Illinois at Urbana

The issue of children in adult jails and lockups

is complex and shrouded in a cloak of long-
,

standing myth and misconception, Research and

technical.assistance sponsored by the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

during the past five years has provided clarity

to thei.ssueand developed promising strategies

and programs to accomplish the Congressional

mandate of deinstitutionalizalion of juvenile

offenders,. While there has been little change

in the abysmal conditions described by the

Children's Defense Fund in their pioneering

study of Children inAdult Jails, the problem

has crystalized and the future direction clearly

established,

National scope research has documented the

national preoccupation with institutionalization

in the handling of juvenile offenders and the

overwhelming prevelance in the case of misbe-

having girls and minority youth. Under the guise

of "teaching them a lesson" and "ge4ing their

attention" our Nation has countenanced institu-

tional abuse far.worse'than the child'abuse, we

so fervently denounce, Given the well-documented

abuses and grim conditions of the 'majority of

our jails and lockups, consider.the following

facts:''

-Less than 25% of those juveniles

jailed are charged with serious

offenses.

-20% are jailed on status offenses

which would not be 4 crime if
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committed by an adult,

- 4% of those jailed have not been

charged with any offense at all.

- Over 50% of those juveniles jailed

could be released with no increased

danger to the public safety or

court process.

- The suicide rate of children in adult

. jails is 7 times greatbr than those

detained in separate juvenile facili-

ties or the general youth population,

While most states require sight and sound separa-

tion of juveniles and adult offenders, the laws

are loosely construed by state, local and federal

officials and poorly enforced in the name of

administrative expediency and convenience, Juve-

niles are often isolated by jail officials in

the drunk tank or isolation cell under the guise

of separation. Ironically, the ,Hvenile justice

system which 81 years ago Sought Lo take way-

ward youth under their wing as a "substitute,

parent"'has relegated them, in many instances,

to the most abysmal conditions in America.

The pool from which many jails claim their in-

mates is the estimated 755,000 runaways, many of

whom are not seeking the nostalgic Tom Sawyer

adventure, but are fleeing emotional, physical

and sexual abuse. Actions by governmental

agencies and national organizations are impor-

tant catalysts for change in the Aight of

these youth. The problem is pervasive, however,

and found in every nook and cranny of our

country. Elimination of the practice of jailing

juveniles can only be achieved by an informed

and concerned citizenry which will address the

issue'facelto-face with local officials in their

am community, The state-of-the-art such

that rapid progress can be made in this area

with effective youth advocacy at the local level.
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4 Advocacy

Reverend Virginia Mackey

National Interreligious Task Force op Criminal
Is

Justice

In the cause of children iii jails, advocacy is

difficult but a necessary task.' It would be ha d

to imagine any group less able to be advocat in

their own behalf; hard to imagine any group with

less power and voice than the half-million chil--

dren who, .each year, are in our nation's jails.

So, advocacy is necessary. But the tendency to

see ourselves as "Child Savers)" in Anthony

Platt's words, is acute. It is particularly easy

to be parentalistic about what is best for prob='

lem children. When we are parentalistic and

.when we become 'too zealous, we ignore the very

real people for whom we are trying to speak and

act.

There is a paradox about advocacy for children.

Most Ameridans have a soft spot in their hearts

for children, but at the same time, they firmly

believe that because they are minors in the tech-

nical sense they do not possess human and civil

rights.

As advocates we need to keep in mind that paradox

and beware the Child Savers image, lest the reforms

we seek turn into another monster. The object

lesson supreme of reform gone wrong: the estab-

lishment of the American penitentiary. The prob-

lem we face in getting children out of adult Jails

is that we dare not let them be detained for

longer periods of time in juvenile secure deten-

tion facilities or let them be placed in inappro-

priate programs.

Over the years some principles of advocacy have

emerged for me--sometimes out of common sense,

sometimes out of bitter experience:

(1) An advocate should be an ally, not a helper.

An ally is supportive, not charitable. An ally

lets the person define his or her own needs. An

ally works to empower persons to articulate and

to deal with the problems they face. (See Instead

of Prisons, p. 173.) ,

(2) An advocate needs to,keep a sense of urgency- -

which is somewhat different than a sense of zeal.

Urgency is anger about injustice tempered with a

resolve to effect the change. That sense of

urgency is best maintained by staying in touch

and working side-by-side with the people who are

suffering; it cannot be maintained in isolation.

In this caseo it is necessary for advocates to

stay in touch with the children in jail and with

their families.

3) An advocate is one who does homework; one who

is in for the long pull; one who knows more about

the problem than most of the people who have

responsibility for it. When you'are prepared,

people are willing to listen and willing, even-

tually, to act.
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(4) An advocate is one who knows how to ask

questions. In one of his poems, T. S. Eliot said

thpt the role of "the Messiah" is to "be the one

who knows how to ask the right questions"--to be

pfepared to challenge any tradition, any power or

any so-called authority in the cause of justice.

Over the past ten years, I have been involved in

ecumenically-sponsored, citizen-based systemic

change efforts at the'local, state, and national

level. From that experience, I would cite four

activities and resources which could be shared

with those of you who are organizing for change:,

(1) A paper on "Coalition Building" presented at

the first meeting of the National Jail' Coalition.

(2) The New York State Coalition on Criminal

Justice,, which is an amalgam of direct service

groups, prisoners,. and advocates'working with

legislators. and public policy Makers,

(3) Prison Research Education Action Project

(PREAP) materials produced by the New York State

Council of Churches. They include a manual,

Instead of Prisons, workshop formats and a slide

show "Alternatives for a Safer Society: New

Responses to Crimes and Victims."

(4) Our project on Alternatives to Jails, funded

by Edna McConnell Clark Foundation in which we

are organizing in two counties in New York State.
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'John E. Churchville

American Friends Service Committee
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What does it mean to advocate the removal of

children from jails? And, what are the ramifi-

cations of such an advocacy?

Perhaph7'I should delineate first what this advo-

cacy does not and ought not mean.

1. It does not and ought not mean that we are

seeking a euphemistic non-solution to the

problem of children in jails by having them

removed to reform Schools,. detention centers,

youth study centers, or any other form of

mini, to maximum security holding facility.

2. It does not and ought, not mean that'we ignore

the role that the system em of public education

plays--particularly as it impacts upon Black,

Hispanic, and Native American children:-in

failing to provide quality education and in

feeding these children into the criminal

justice system in ever-increasing numbers,

3. It does not and ought not mean that we accept

America's economic system as it presently

exists, without challenging it to provide

meaningful work at an adequate wage for all

our young people.

On the contrary, advocating the removal of chil-

dren from jails does and ought to mean that

we are committing ourselves to finding humane

alternatives to incarcerating our young people,

and to looking upon theM not as statistical

nuisances, but as human'beings having inestimable

3t ,



value.

Advocating the removal of children frOm jails

does and ought, to mean that we are preparing our-

selves to'confront those societal institutions

that are responsible for meetin le educational,

social, and personal needs o ouf'young people,

but are failing to do so.

And, finally, advocating the rainoval of children

from jails does and ought to mean that we are

streng herring ourselves to tackle the economic

and so ial inequities which lie at the. root of

this p oblem.

The ramifications of such an advocacy lead us to

wage a nonviolent peace offensive against the

systems and institutions within our society which

suppress: and limit the full potential for develop-

ment inherent'in all our young people.

The ramifications of such an advocacy call us to

transform our society.

Thomas V. Benjamin

Citizen Advocacy Network/New Jersey

National Council on Crime and Delinquency

Advocacy efforts on'the behalf of young people

have been hampered by public apathy to social

reform, and by the enormous commitment of time

and energy required to bring about positive

change in the complicated child welfare field,

The media have distorted both the scope and the
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shape of the problem of children in conflict

with the law and have thus contributed to a "new

negativism." The public, while very concerned

about youth crime, remains largely unaware of

the juvenile justice system's inability to

address the needs of children in a manner that

is just, equitable, and humane. Advocacy groups

'
are,overburdened and understaffed,' resulting in

a high level of burn7out among the active parti-

Ripants. To be effective these organizations

must be constantly revitalized with the, on-going

recruitment.and training of "new blood."

To develop broadbased constituencies of youth

advocates requires the combination of a variety

of disciplines. Those interested in coalition

building can learn much from,the community organ-

ization techniques of activist groups working

toward social reform over the past two decades.

Strategy for Change: The Juvenile Justice System

will revicw some of these basic community organi-

zation tactics with an eye to how they might best

be used by individuals and groups fighting for

children's rights.

Jeanne Block

Kentucky Youth Advocates, Inc.

Introduction

Kentucky Youth Advocates is a private non-profit

organization which was established by a group of

private citizens and juvenile justice professionals

who aie concerned about the plight of children

0 r)
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and youth involved in Kentucky's juvenile justice

system, KYA has been funded on a "shoe string"

budget of 60 percent private and 40 percent public

monies since we opened our doors in November,

1977,

The staff consists of two full-time paid profes-

sionals and by graduate students,who complete

thejr field placement requirements at KYA, Since

we are a citizens Lobby for children, our Board

of Directors is also very active and involved in

our work, The backbone of the Board df Directors

is the Junior League, of Louisville and the National

Council Of Jewish Women: Louisville Section,

KYA is a class advocacy organization and so we

work to change the policies, practices, proce-

dures, and legislation that adversely affect

children and youth who become involved in the

juvenile justice system.

We arc:, working to improve the judicial and social

services provided to children and youth in

Kentucky by: 1) conducting research studies in

spec..fic local juvenile justice issues, 2) devel-

oping legislation and lobbying, 3) negotiating

with the, state social service agency, 4) providing

supportive services to lawsuits filed on behalf

of children, and 5) community education.

KYA's response to the Problem of Juveniles in

Adult Jails

Kentucky Youth Advocate's presentation at the

Symposium discusses the strategies which we are

using to remove the nearly 10,000 juveniles per

year who continue to be held in Kentucky's jails

in violation of the deinstitutionalization and

separation mandates of the Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA), These strat-
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ogles include:

(1) KYA's uniqUe contract with the state advisory

group (SAG) to provide information to empower

them to become a more vital force in deter-

,mining policy for the youth of the Common-

wealth, During the last two years, the

advisory group has become an aggressive advo-,

cate which regularly follows KYA's recAmen-

dations by adopting progressive policies

designed to acTaplish the vials of.thq

JJDPA;

(2) In conjunction with the state advisory group

and a gubernatorially appointed task force,

KYA drafted legislation which prohibits the

detention of status offenders in county

jails. This legislation is part of a com-

, plete juvenile code which has passed the

Kentucky Senate and is being considered by

the House of Representatives this week;

(3) KYA's successful.efifiorts at assisting in the

development of citizen advocacy grouPi in

three separate counties in Kentucky who are

petitioning their local governments for more

humane secure and nonsecure detention services;

(4) KYA's on-site monitoring of random county

jails; and

(5) KYA's current attempts to organize a "Children

in Jails" Task Force Which will be composed

of decision-makers from all state agencies.

who have influence over the incarceration of

juveniles in adult jails.

fs



Mon)toring

Doyle Wood

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention

'111111M11111111111111=1111111111111=111111111Mall

When Congress enacted the Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention in 1974, they incorporated

three major requirements which states must under-

take to receive formula awards. These three

requirements are (1) the deinstitutionalization

of status offenders and nonoffenders from juvenile

detention or correctional facilities; (2) the

removal of juveniles from adult jails, lockups,

and correctional facilities where regular sight

jand hound contact occurs between juvenile and

adult offenders;, and (3) an adequate monitoring

system to insure both deinstitutionalization and

separation occur. Congress also created a state

advisory group and provides that such group may

be given a role in monitoring state compliance

with the JJDP Act requirements.

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention has developed many tools to assist

states in their monitoring efforts. Each state

has developed a specific monitoring plan and is

implementing such plan. The Criminal Juqtiee

Council in each state can be contacted to find, out
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how your state is undertaking the task of moni-

toring jails, detention facilities, correctional,

facilities'and nonsecure facilities. The Office

of Juvenile Justice and the Community Research

Forum has developed a Manitorin Policy and

Practices Manual which is available to those

people involved with monitoring for compliance

with the JJOI, Act. - This manual is intended" to

aid in a consistent and methodical development

and implementation of an accurate, complete system

of monitoring compliance to Section 223(a)(12)

and (13) of the Act.

Many diltions exist for the development of an ado-
'

quate system of monitoring jails, lockups and

juvenile residential facilities as required by

the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Act, While the components which make-up the sys-

tem are generally the same, the type of information

will vary according to the needs of the individual

state. This ranges from states concerned simply

with monitoring compliance with the requirements

of the Act, to those who are interested in the

broader aspects of the'monitoring effort.

Any monitoring system for a state should include:

-- a formal, consistent, and continuous col -

lectio of data from law enforcement,

courts, the agency responsible for place-

ment of a juvenile, and the facilities

which have been used for the placement

of juvenile offenders;

-- a means of continuing education for youth,

the public, court personnel, lawyers, and

law enforcement officers, concerning the

JJDP Act and its implications, and mech-

anisms established within the state to

insure they enforcement of the Act;



one or several monitoring devices which

assures comprehensive coverage of all

residential "facilities in which juveniles

are placed by the court for an offense, .

as well as those agencies responsible for

the placement of these youth (police,

courts, social,services). Coverage should

include periodic visits to each facility

as well as unplanned spot checks and inter-

views with youth, family, and staff;

to facilitate objectivity in the process,

at least one component of the monitoring

system should be independent of the state

' and the agency responsible for the place-

ment;

-- the proem should i:rovide assurances with

respect to the privacy of those youth

whose placement is being monitored;

-- there should be the provision of adequate

funds to be used exclusively for moni-

toring activities; and

-- a process for the reporting,and invests

gation of official and unofficial com-

plaints concerning violations.

The juvenile residential facilities L'o'be monitored

and those agencies who are responsible for place-

ment should collectively provide the following:

-- relevant data and information upon request

of the monitoring agency;

-- accessibility to facilities, files hnd

records, and staff;
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-- list of the facilities used in the past ..

for the placbment of juveniles;

-- detailed plans for:

- the education of all employees con-

cerning the Act and how it will be

implemented;

- the identification of existing or,

plan* nonresidential alternatives;

- the criteria and process utilized in

placement of juveniles;

- dissemination of information regarding

the Act and its implementation. This

should include a written report with

the' name and,number of the person or

agency responsible for investigating

violations; and

- a description of how the facility or

agency conducts internal self-monitoring

of its practices and procedures.

All monitoring agencies should be asaure4-0.(;

-- access to all information regarding 'juvt-

niles in residential facilities;

-- a regular and official means to report

their findings (i.e., inclusion on monthly

agendas, requirements of written reports

to the legislature, Governor, juvenile

corrections agency, court, and OJJDP): and

-- a means of soliciting and ensuring the

privacy of reports of violations.

Several options have been recommended by national

standards'commissions and various states which

9
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are currently in use across the country. The

options whiCh I am about to present are normally

components of a monitoring. system and several may

be coupled together to establish a comprehensive

monitoring strategy and'become a basis for the\

development of a monitoring system.

- -State Commission on Juvenile Advocacy

State Advocacy Agency

-- Community Advisory Council

-- Monitoring Board

-- Defense Counsel

- Legal Advocate

-- Lawyer's Committee

Legislative Committee

-- Independent Research

-- Grievance MeChanisms

--OmbudsnanTh

-- Arbitrator

-- Self-monitoring

-- Interim MOnitoring Commission

-- Citizen Advocacy Groups

-- Special Intake Unit

- -.Court Monitoring

-- Court Liaison

-- Court Watchers

-- Citizen Monitors

--,Centralized Complaint Office

-- Volunteer Advocates

service and care. A good monitoring system is

act ally a comprehensive juvenile justice infor-

ma, on s ten which provides feedback on the pro7

/ces ing juveniles from apprehension, intake,

/detention v rsion, adjudication, disposition,

placement, release follow-up, etc.

)Monitoring is the first step and logically the

easiest part in improving the system. A good

(NOTE: A brief description of three to four of

the options was presented orally and a handout

describing each option was distributed.)

Monitoring can,and should be used for multi-

purposes. These purposes include determining

compliance with state codes. and legislations,

,state siandards,.poliO, court orders, Federal

legislation as well as monitoring for quality of

monitoring system identifies what is happening,

the problems, the level of compliance with various

statutes, standards or requirements, and the

quality.of care. Although, in simplistic terms

establishing and conducting a viable monitoring

system is logically and. relatively easy, it often'

A meets much resistance because'it shows what is

occuring within the system, Many people do riot

want others to know what is actually happening.

Monitoring is viewed as an'initial step because

after the monitoring system is operational it

shows what is occuring--the next step is to assess

the situation, then develop and implement strate-

gies to promote change and improve the,services

provided to the juveniles. This is the hard part.
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As stated previously during this Symposium, the

passing of legislation does not in and of itself

solve the problems. 'Legislation alone is not

the answer to improving the system. In fact,

many states have'legislation which requires or

supports the removal of juveniles from jail-41.ft

the legislation is not being implemented. An

effective monitoring system must accompany any

legislation to determine the extent of compliance,

to determine the.effectiveness and efficiency of

the legislation, and to determine if or hoir legis-

lation should be modified.



Jim Oleson

Oleson-Ratliff Research Associates

Denver, Colorado

IMMEIROMMUMMEMME
The utilization of citizensin mptitoring insti-

tutions for youth has the potential to be a

positive force for change, not only in solving

problems related to these institutions, but

pushing for standards of excellence.

This is an area where individual citizens and

child advocacy groups can perform a meaningful

and valuable service. The state of the art in

using citizens in this function appears to be in

its infancy. Some general guidelines may be

introduced to provide direction to interested

citizens or groups.

A working definition of monitoring is "a process

of review to Aetermine a condition or status."

For citizens, it must go further; their efforts

should include a plan of action that: collects

information, gains knowledge from that informa-

tion, and acts on the knowledge gained.

Citizens have the right to monitor. They also

have the responsibility to do it well. This

responsibility includes:

(1) Have a goal. It has to be specific. Example:

monitoring a jail--for what reason? Quality

of care, sight and sound separation, etc.

,Know whet you are going to do with the infor-

mation.

(2) Orientation. Find someone who can orientate

you to the facility. Know the key functions

of the program. Be familiar with procedures

and process.

41
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It is not important to know everything; be

comfortable with your lack of expertise.

(3) Training. It is important to get training on

how to be a monitor. Learn how to be comfor-

table and confident; assume no one wants you

there; learn how to deal with typical responses;

manipulation, resistance, patronization,

avoidance.

Be aware of how you feel--inadequate, over-

whelmed, scared. Share these feelings and

develop a support systeM. Identify your own

biases; learn how to be Dbjective.

(4) Structure and methodology--Everyone needs to

have a role; it needs to be clearly defined;

a 1 citizens need to know end be comfortable

w th what they are doing, all the-time.

example of one methodology was introduced.

It includes a four-part process:

A) Programmatical standards. All programs

and or facilities have certain expectations

or elements that are necessary for them to

do their work: licensing requirements,

professional standards, statutory mandates.

Use these standards or elements as your

guide. Use these .as a standard to measure

the program against. Be knowledgeable of

them and have them available for easy

reference. (Many times standards are ,not

adequate; get help to develop some.)

B) Documentation. All.programs should have

written policies and procedures that define

and describe,what ,they dd. Compare these

documents to the standards; identify the

de40encies.



C) Verification. Do not aCcept documentation

as fact, Many programs have good paper,

but the policies and practices.are'not

followed in reality, Interview the key

people involved, including youth. Are

they aware of the policies; are they

followed? 'Prepare questions'that get

accurate answers.

D) Take action, Know what you are getting

information: for _Act on. the information

and get results from your, efforts.

The methodology was illustrated by examples from

a recent effort by Colorado citizens in monitoring

four residential treatment, facilities for emotion-

ally disturbed youth.,

Mark Ezell

Florida Center for Children and Youth

The Children in Jails Project of the Florida

Center for,Children and Youth was undertaken to

examine the children in jails issue'here in

Florida. A comprehensive survey of Florida's

211 county and municipal jails and lockups was

designed t6 determine the state's ability to com7

ply with federal guidelines arid state law pertain-

ing to the jailing of children. The jails in the

survey ranged in capacity from one bed to several

hundred beds. The data was collected over a

three month period. The survey consisted of e1,

following 'three components:

(1) Telephone Interviews: jail officials at all

211 jails were interviewed concerning the
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incidence of juvenile confinement and the

,procedures used to assure separation. Af the

211 jails (a) 186'injs were classified as

"temporary,holding facilities for the purpose

of fingerprinting, photographing, questioning

and pick-up of juveniles, 179 jailers indi-

cated that juveniles had been temporarily

held at their facilities in the threetonths

prior to contact; (b) 104 jails were classi-

fied as detention facilities that may. hold

juveniles for more than 24 hours; 49 of these

jailers reported that juveniles had been .de-

tained at their facilities in the three months

prior to contact.

(2) Personal. Interviews and Site Visits: Exten-

sive interviews of the jail officials and

a brief tour were conducted at facilities

that had held juveniles for over 24 hours in

the three months prior to contact. Informa-

tion was gathered on the incidence of juve-

nile confinement in adult jails, separation

procedures,, and staffing and supervision

arrangments.

(3) Interviews of Children: Children who had

previously been held in an adult jails were

interviewed concerning their jail experience.

In order to examine Florida's compliance with

these federal guidelines, jail administrators

were' asked if hey temporarily held juveniles at

their facility .Temporary holding refers to the

period of tim when fingerprinting,,photographing,

questioning or waiting for pick-up occurs. Jailers

at 179 facilities indicated thatjuveniles were

temporarily held at their facilities, usually at

an officer's desk, in an admitting area or in a

questioning or waiting room, but some did use

holding or regular cells. All but 26 of these



facilities were able to insure that juveniles had

no regular contact with adult inmates during this

period. Separation was usually maintained by using

different areas of the jail or through time-phasing

procedures. Officials from these 26 non-compliant

jails estimated that 856 juveniles had been tem-

porarily held at their facility during the three

months prior to the telephone interview. On an

annual basis, therefore, it may be estimated that

several thousand juveniles were temporarily held

under conditions that were inconsistent with the

over-representation of blacks being held in adult

jails. The juveniles tended to be older adoles-

cents with 51 percent being 17 years of age and

32 percent being 16 years of age. Of the remain-

ing juveniles, 13 percent were 15 and two percent

wer 14 years' of age. With respect to the'offenses

for which these juveniles were charged, 38 percent

were felonies against persons, 41 percent were

felonies against property, three percent were

victimless felonies and six percent were either

misdemeanors or violations of probation. In 11

---§eparation'f6TiTtrehehtt of-thCfUefarglifddinis". ----percent-of-the-cases-;the-jsilers indicated

they did not know the charges against the juvenile.

During the three month period surveyed, the study

lidentified 55 jails that had housed juveniles who

were awaiting their trial. Of this number, 29

jails had housed juveniles who were under juvenile

court jurisdiction, and therefore, subject to the

federal guidelines. In situations where a juve-

nile is being held in jail for over 24 hours,

guidelines specifically require that sight and

sound separation from adults be maintained' during

admissions, sleeping, eating, showering, recrea-

tion, education, health care and transportation.

Furthermore, contact between juveniles and adult

inmate trustees is prohibited during all actiVi-

'ties. Only one of the 29 jails in question- -

Manatee County Jail's female section--could pro-

vide the level of separation required by the

federal guidelines.

In order to develop a profile of children in adult

jails, data were collected on the 185 juveniles

that had been incarcerated on the day of the site

visits. 'The vast majority of juveniles found in

adult jails were male; only two percent were

female. There was an equal distribdtion of blacks

and whites. Given the racial distribution of

Florida's juvenile population as well as the dis-

tribution of juvenile arrests, this indicates an
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Current laws are maintaining the flow of children

into inadequate, overcrowded adult jails. The

millions of dollars which would be necessary to

construct new juvenile sections in all non-compliant

facilities would be a poor investment of county,

city and state resources. Attempts to adminis-

tratively or procedurally cutoff the flow of

juveniles into thesi facilities or to seek improveL

meats county by county would only amount to a

piece-meal solution which has already proven to

be ineffective.

Consequently, the most practi'cal solution which

takes into account the rights of the child and

the protection of the public without requiring a

substantial expenditure of resources, is the

removal of children from adult jails.. Juveniles

who are accused ofcrimps and require secure con-

finement.pending theiecourt appearance, can be

held at one of the 20 regional juvenile detention

facilities.

Recommendations for a solution to the problem of

children in jails are as follows:



(1) No person under the age of 18 who is under

juvenile court jurisdiction shall be held or

confined in an adult jail. This prohibition

shall also include the time period in which

a juvenile is being fingerprinted and photo-

graphed. Furthermore, no perSon under the

age of 18 who is under adult court jurisdic-

tion shall be confined in an adult jail until

that person has been sentenced by the adult

court to receive adult sanctions.

(2) Florida sfiEutes and-DHRS policy-

admi io detention shod be improved in

order to reduce overcrowding, in juvenile

detention facilities. Furthermore, courts

should assure that cases are expeditiously

processed according to the statutory time

limits; and that unreasonable delays and con-

tinuances are eliminated.

(3) New and effective monitoring and enforcement

procedures for the above two recommendations

should be created and funded by te Legis-

lature. ,

The goal of keeping children out of jai is one

that will require the cooperation of la enforce-

ment, the courts, city and county governments,

public defenders, state attorneys, state agencies

and the Legislature. This goal should b Florida's

highest priority and the first step toward the

long overdue reform of all jails. \

Jeanette Musengo

Illinois Prisons and Jails Project

John Howard Association

Meaningful change in tO criminal justice system

or in corrections requires the active involvement

of average citizens, Leaving all of the policy

decisions in these important areas to the "experts"

in the field is an abdication'of,the responsibility

that all citizens have for the social institutions

created on tIe-Tr-yeh-eirto-de-drgith7ratibus-o-cial"

ills, Direct access to prisons and jails breaks

down the stereotypes and gives an, understanding

of the relative costs in human terms as well as

in dollars of institutionalization and community

alternatives. An independent, volunteer citizen

observer plays a unique role as a third party

presence and voice in' interpreting the problems

and needs to the public, the legislature, and the

courts,
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Though initially wary, somewhat threatened and

defensive, corrections professionals in Illinois

,have recognized the value to them of receiving

objective feedback and of having a supportive

constituency for progressive programs.

Through a negotiated agreement with the Governor

and the Director of the Department of Corrections,.

and with the Sheriff on the local level, Illinois

Prisons and Jails Project, a pert of the John

Howard Association, recruits and trains volunteer

committees who make regularly scheduled visitations

to adult and juvenile institutions: These inspec-

tional committes have Uninhibited access td' inter-

view inmates and staff in the living units or on

their assignments, inquiring into the living con-

ditions, food service, work opportunities, educa-



tional programs, medical care, discipline, staff

training, and management. After debriefing with

administrators at the end of the day, a written

report of the visitation goes initially to the

institution and department officials, and subse-

quently out to the public.

IPJP/JHA's monitoring role is a departure from the

many church and community -based groups who perform

service functions or relate on a one-to-one basis'

to prisoners who need assistance during their

incarceration and/or re-integration into free

society after release, Rather, the project

focuses on the policies and procedures which

affect the well-being of all prisoners, and tries

to assure decent and humane treatment, as well'as

an opportunity for constructive activity.

Through dissemination of the committee's objective

findings, by means of the published reports,

radio and TV talk shows, workshops and seminars

on criminal justice issues, and outreach to com-

munity groups, IPJP is attempting to raise the

public consciousness and to increase public aware-

ness of the need for new approaches in addressing

the problem of crime, in particular to encourage

the use of alternatives to incarceration.

Joseph DeJames

Juvenile Detention and Monitoring Unit

New Jersey DePartment.of Corrections
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The Juvenile Detention and Monitoring Unit in

the, New Jersey'Department of Corrections has two

primary responsibilities--monitoring New Jersey's

complaince with the federal JJDP Act and approving

all juvenile detention, facilities in New Jersey.
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In regard to the monitoring function, the unit

makes on-site visits and reviews admissions to

all county jails in the State, 0 ensure that '

juveniles are not placed in jails.' In regarcLto

the evaluation and approval of juvenile detention

facilities, the unit utilizes the New Jersey

Department of Corrections' Manual of Standards

for Juvenile Detention Facilities, which was

written by staff of the unit.

It should be noted that'New Jersey law prohibits

the placement of juveniles.in county jails and

our monitoring efforts reveal that very few juve-

niles are illegally detained in adult county

jails. As such, the presentation mainly focused

upon the strategies and tactics developed to

address the inappropriate confinement of juveniles

in juvenile detention facilities and the ameli-

oration of repressive conditions.in such facil-

ities. These strategies and tactics are directly

applicable to removing children from jails., In'

this regard, the presentation addressed the

following topics:

Administrative Placement of a Monitoring Unit

A monitoring unit charged with the responsibility

to remove children from jails should be a high-

level unit reporting directly to, the Commissioner

or Director of the responsible agency. ,ThiS adds

credibility to the unit and cuts through."red

tape. ". For example, the Juvenile Detention and

Monitoring Unit is administratively placed in the

Office of the Commissioner, New Jersey Departmeht

of Corrections.

-- Developing a Positive Relationship with Program

Administrators

In many cases, juvenile detention administrators



or jail wardens are not directly responsible for

inappropriate admissions or conditions which

result from lack of funding. Because of this,

the monitoring unit should be able to develop an

allfance with administrators to address external

problems.

Evaluating,Programs

A major responsibility of the Juvenile Detention

and Monitoring Unit is the evaluation of New

Jersey's juvenile detention facilities.' Docu-

mentation of repressive, conditions in certain

'facilities has been instrumental in significantly

reducing the number of juveniles admitted to such

facilities.

-- Interviewing Juvenilei
t

Although the evaluation process includes inter-.

viewing the director and staff of the facility,

'we have found that it is essential to interview

as many juveniles in residence as possible in

order to accurately document the conditions,

admission practices, etc.

-- Developing Documentation and Evidence of

Violations

Admission logs, daily logs, medication logs,

juveniles' folders, incident reports and other

documents should be thoroughly checked to docu-

ment inappropriate admissions or program deficien-

cies. In. cases of inappropriate admissions, court

records should be cross-checked to provide further

documentation.

-- The Use of "Informants" as a Resource Tool

When interviewing staff, we inform them that their
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names will never be used in our evaluation reports

and that they have ;nothing to fear if they inform,

us of violatitns. Because of the trust' we have

dd'veloped with many staff, on occasion they call

us to report any illegal practices or serious

program'deficiencies.,.

The Use of a "Shocking" Incident to Provide

Impetus for Broa Prograth Changes

,

In one detention center we.evivated, we fdund

that a number of juveniles were handcuffed and

shackled with leg irons. !In another county 4.7e

found that many states offenders slept in the',

detention facility if the 'shelter for status

offenders had insufficient staff, , In each of

these facilities, virtually all other program

violations were corrected because of the public-

ity surrounding the "shocking" incidents.

e

-- Use of the Media

Generally sp4king, when negative detention pro-

gram evaluation repor4 have been published in

-local newspapers, we have.found e county offi-

cials must be receptive to'correcting the program

deficiencies.

-- Generating Public Support

Working closely with citizen groups, church groups,

and advocacy organizations is extremely important

in addressing inappropriate\admissiogs to deten-

tion or jail and in'correcting defi4.ent programs.

4.
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James R. Collier

Office of Public Affairs

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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It is a pleasure to be here--to join with all of

you in what is a most worthwhile conference, and

of greater importance, a most worthwhile project.

I am pleased also to be able to represent the

University of Illinois, which, as you know, is a

very active and interested participant in this

undertaking. As I hope you also know, the Uni-

versity of Illinois, with its flagship campus at

Urbana7Champaign, is one of this country's most

prestigious and distinguished xesearch institu-

tions. So it is fitting that it serves as

home base, if you will, for providing you and

your associates with important and timely re-

search data--data from which flow various forms

of technical assistance and other services.

My mission today is to discuss media strategies.

shall discuss them briefly, and hope that time

permits a number of questions.

Lbelieve all of you know that public education

is fundamental to the process of having juvenile

removed,from adult jails and lockups, Without

public support, our mission has no chance of

success.

A very basic, and I hope obvious, means of edu-

cating the public is via the mass media--news-

papers, magazines,and radio and television. The

mass media are well represented at thisopymposium.

For example, we have with us the CBS 61work news,

the Los Angeles Times, local Denver eporters,

National Public Radio and other o lets.

It is again obvious that we have a newsworthy

story to tell,(as evidenced by their attendance,

by the interest'expressed by many other reporters

and news organizations not able to attend, and

by countless articles which have appeared on this

issue in the past.

How to tell this story--and keep telling it--is

our subject today.

Let me approach the subject from two perspectives:

nationally and locally. Approaching it from a

regional angle is still another consideration.

To be sure, we have an issue--a story--of national

proportions. Very simply, a national problem

commands national attention. The question becomes:

how do we attract orjocus national attention on

this pressing national problem? The surest way-

and many think the only way--is through the mass

media. So, the media play a role of critical

importance--a most fundamental role.

There are several ways. At the Community Re-

search Forum of the University of Illinois we have

been discussing these ways for more than a year.

We routinely provide information on the mass me-

dia, and Barbara Sewell of the Community Research



, Forum and I proposed that the Advertising Council

undertake, or endorse, in our behalf a national

advertising campaign focused on the problem'or

issue.

Let me describe for you our proposal and what has

resulted:

1. CRF and U of I Office of Public Affairs con-

tacted the Ad Council in February 1979 and

sent a proposal.

2. We completed a questionnaire, and were asked

to meet in New York. City. A major question:

what adion could "the person on the street"

take in response to the campaign?

3. We developed and provided the Ad Council with

a "Citizen's Guide to Action" on removal of

juveniles from adult jails.

4. Finally, our proposal was accepted and we

received the endorsement of this prestigious

national organization.

5. We met with several major advertising firms

to explore ideas about the ad campaign.

6. We applied for a $70,000 grant to OJJDP and

received the grant earlier this month.

7. We expect the campaign to be under way by

late summer.

It is our idea--our hope--that America and its

masses will learn a tremendous amount about the

problems of juveniles in adult jails through the

Ad Council campaign and that individual and

collective responses and actions will be prompted,
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and that the spinoffs--for the'media, the public,

for be both greA and impressiVe. It

can become our awakening. call; our national focus.

Before moving on, let me say more about the Ad

Council...because you may be called upon to assist

us in securing space and time for the ad materials,

and because I want there to be no mistake about

the importance of this undertaking.

University of Illinois alumnus Bart Cummings,

chairman of the executive committee of Compton

Advertising and a member of the executive commit-

tee'of the Ad Council, had this to say:

'This kind of communication is called public

service advertising. You might well ask some

questions about it. Who plans? Who prepares it?

And who pays for all that advertising space and

time?

"It's a completely voluntary effort supported

entirely by the advertising industry, by the

communications industries, and by American busi-

ness.

"The Ad Council's aim is to make everyone aware

of national problems and to encourage voluntary'

action to help solve these problems.

"It uses the world of advertising to accomplish

these aims. The time on the air--and the space

in print--that Ad Council campaigns use are all

contributed free. Newspapers contribute free

space, as do consumer magazines, and the business

press. Agricultural newspapers; black publica-

tions, college papers, company publications, the

labor press, religion newspapers--all contribute

free space.



"Messages appear free in transit adversiting..,

and in the outdoor advertising medium. TV sta-

tions and networks, radio stations, contribute

free time to carry the campaign.

"Ad Council campaigns are prepared by America's

top advertising agencies--for free. The time and

talent of their people is volunteered. (Only out-

of-pocket costs are,charged for.)"

Let me mention a few of the Ad Council's campaigns

of notd:

Smokey the Bear has been telling us for

35 years to be careful--to help prevent

forest fires,

-- Help Fight Pollution: Iron Eyes Cody,

the crying Indian, you've all seen him,

-- American families have been taking stock

in America by buying savings bonds for

almost 40 years.

-- Child Abuse Hurts' Everybody. Perhaps

you've seen that slogan.

-- "Make America Smarter" and "A mind is a

terrible thing to waste" for the United

Negro College Fund are campaigns done in

behalf of higher education.

The Ad Council is just one vehicle, although we

'think a dominant one,, that we must use if we are

to tell our story, 6d to create a better and

lasting public understanding of the problem.

What are some other ways? Gathered here in

Denver are various national organizations- -look,

for example, at the 28 group6 now focusing their

collective efforts under the National Coalition

for Jail Reform--powerful public service organi-

zations all. We must now come together with

. Judith Johnson's umbrella group to map further

national media strategies.
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The point is to attempt some coordination--some

centralization, of a national media effort. We

cannot afford, for example, to have 28 separate

bodies all trying to achieve the same goal. We

must work, together. We should be able to report

to you at a subsequent meeting the results of our

collective thinking--and efforts.

While we should expect some national coverage

now, we should work to tie in with the Ad Council-

endorsed campaign, which, again, will begin in

the fall,

Let me turn' my attention now to how you might

function at the local level--in your home

communities, in your states and regions. After

all, it is at your level that the action really

is, We use the phrase "national problem." It

is that, of course, but first and foremost it is

a local problem. Juveniles are not held in

federal jails or lockups, but in facilities in

your home communities.

O.

Before discussing or giving you some practical

how-to-do-it tips, let me urge- -and I mean urge

that you consider'the following:

-- Be informed on this issue.

tZn
u



Know how to define the problem, That may

sound too simple, but, believe me, those

of us operating on the national level have

encountered difficulties. For example,

there'have been questions we should have

had answers.to, but didn't,

-- Know the literature,

-- Know hoW to use this literature, as well

as other resources available to us. If

you have questions, and need help, call

us or call other authoritative sources

who have--or will find--the answers.

As a starter, Nisit the displays on the

mezzanine level. Take time to pore over

the materials in your packet.

-- Secure data at your local level. Nothing

will cause you to lose credibility faster

than to not have answers to obvious ques-

tions.

Bow does tne work with the local media? (For our

purposes we can define local as those media out-

lets in your community or those throughout a

'whole region or state.)

Let me answer that by listing for you some of the

tools available:

-- Prepare news releases. h

-- Prepare, as we did for the national press,

a background paper--or papers.
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-- Be visible--but not a pest--among editors,

publishers, station managers and news

directors. Meet with them. Serve them,

Respond to their requests.

-- Develop a list of story ideas using the

very human stories' there are to be told.

-- Be prepared to respond to criticism.

- Ask radio/TV stations for public service

time, Like spot announcements.

-- Most stations have programs devoted to

discussions of community problems and

needs. Make sure you get your share of

air time. If they don't have such a pro-

gram encourage them to develop their own

30-minute documentary. Again, you serve

as an idea person.

There are numerous other public education vehicles,

available to you. For example:

Organize state events--not pseudo-news events,

but events worthy' of serious attention.

Make speeches before the Rotary and other

civic clubs.

Seek endorsements, even proclamations,

-- Coordinate your efforts with local police

and other law enforcement officers, with

local government groups and others.

- - Stage your own symposia.

Organize tours.



-- Visit schools.

-- Perhaps a newsletter would be appropriate

to serve the information needs of a mailing

list you could develop.

-- Posters can be most effective.

You have a story to tell--tell it!

Brandt W. Pryor

Community Research Forum

University of Illinois
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You may have wondered exactly what information

should be used in a public education campaign to

change attitudes and behavior about the practice

of jailing juveniles with adults. Should you tell

people that most children in jail are not serious

offenders? That children in jail are seven times

as likely to kill themselves as children in juve-

nile detention? Or, that children in jail are

subjected to psychological, physical and even

sexual abuse? Should you use all three statements?

If so, which should get the, most emphasis?

Described below is a common-sense method for deter-

mining exactly what information must be given to

people to change their attitudes and behavior in

the desired direction. By using this method you

can learn--rather than guess--what information

will be effective. By using this method, you can

avoid wasting'your time, energy and money on

ineffective public education messages. By using

thislethod you can design an education campaign

that can change people's attitudes and behavior,

and remove children from jails in your community.

C
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This method is based on fifty years of theoretical

and empirical research in social psychology, and

was developed by Martin Fishbein at the University

of Illinois. Research using his model in the last

five years has proven its efficacy in predicting,

understanding and changing, attitudes and behavior.

I am using this model now to study rural Illinois

voters' attitudes toward the practice of jailing

juveniles, and toward their performance. of certain

"child advocacy" behaviors which could end that

practice.

Why, do people do what they do? Generally, people

perform a given behavior because they intend to

perform it. People form this intention for two

very simple reasons. The first reason is that

they think the behavior is a good thing for them

to do. The second reason is that they think

people--important to them - -want, them to perform

that behavior.

The first component of a behavioral intention is

called the "attitude toward the behavior." There

are many definitions of the word "attitude," but

one of the most concrete refers to attitude as a

"shorthand" of total experience--direct or vicar-

ious--with an "object." (This attitude "object"

can be a person, place or thing, an institution,

set of values, or a behavior; any discriminable

part of the universe.) An attitude then is the

sum total of what you "know" about an object

(whether objectively true or not), and how you

feel about what you "know." Generally, five-to-

nine beliefs, and the evalUations of those beliefs,

are important in forming an attitude.

Let's say, for example, that the people in your

community will be voting in two months on a refer-

endum to remove juveniles from jails. People

do not have much information about the issue, and



have fairly neutral attitudes towards their voting

"yes." YoU want tb change those attitudes in a

positive direction. Using this model, you learn

that three beliefs are commonly 141d by the bulk

of the population that is neutrall They believe

that their voting "yes" will: 1) prevent juve-

niles from learning criminal behavior from adult

inmates, 2) raise their taxes, and 3) keep juve-

nile delinquents from being hurt by adult inmates,

Let'p say they hold each of these beliefs with the

same strength (each outcome is equally likely),

but evaluate them differently. SuppOse they have

a very positive evaluation of preventing juveniles

from learning criminal behavior, a very negative

evaluation of raising taxes, and a neutral evalu-

ation of keeping adult inmates from hurting juve-

nile delinquents. Since these three beliefs have

equal strength (likelihood), the highly positive

and highly negative evaluations cancel each other.

Along with the, neutral evaluation of the third

belief, the sum of the three beliefs and their

evaluations produces a neutral attitude.

To change th- attitude in a positive direction

you could ch ge the strength of people's beliefs

(their perce ions of the likelihood of those

outcomes). Or, you could try to change their

evaluations of those outcome beliefs. For example,

it would probably be very difficult to change

people's evaluation of the second belief--raising

taxes. But, you could reduce the strength with

which people hold that belief--and hence its

importance in determining attitude--by showing\-

that long-run costs (for police, social services

and unemployment insurance) would be reduced by

keeping juveniles away from th pernicious effects

of adult jails. To change the utral evaluation

of the third belief, you would have to learn why

people evaluate neutrally the idea of keeping

Or,
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juveniles from being hurt by adult inmates. People

might think the juveniles are all "tough kids" who

deserve what they get, or that the juveniles would

not be seriously hurt, or both. To change the evalu-

ation of the belief, from neutral to positive, you

could give people information that 1y most juve-

niles in jail are accused of only minor offenses,

and 2) juveniles are beaten and raped in adult

jails, and are much more likely to commit Suicide

in jails than in juvenile detention facilities.

By reducing the strength of the second belief,

and changing the evaluation of the third belief,

the sum of the three beliefs and their evaluations

would form a much more positive attitude, Yet,

as mentioned above, people also form intentions

to perform behaviorS based on their perceptions

that people--important to them--want'them to per-

form those behaviors. The model refers to this

second component of intention formation as the

"subjective norm," It is normative in that it

is based on pressures to perform, that are exter-

nal to the individual. It is subjective in that

the "pressures to perform" with which the model

deals are those "pressures" perceived by the

individual. (Theymay--or may not--have any

basis in objective reality.) Even though people

perceive pressure to perform--or not perform--a

given behavior, they may not be willing to comply

with that perceived pressure.

This normative component of intention then, is

based on the normative beliefs (i.e., "My mother

thinks I should vote yes") and the willingness to

comply with those perceived pressures: Suppose

that the people.of your community have a relatively

high willingness to comply with the desires of

those people important to them,.yet perceive

little or no pressure to vote "yes" in the coming

LP1,



referendum, To create normative pressure'to vote
."yes," your education campaign could give infor-
mation leading people to believe that those impor-
tant to them wanted them to vote "yes." (Conversely,

if the people perceived strong pressure to not vote
"yes," you might want to give information which
would weaken their motivation to comply.)

To return to the question with which we began this

discussion, "What information should be included
in the public education campaign?" we have dis-
cussed the use of information to change the
strength or evaluation of beliefs in order to
change the attitudinal component of intention.
We have discussed the use of information to change
beliefs about normative pressure or the willing-
ness to comply with that pressure. If there-is

sufficient change in the attitudinal and normative
components of intention, there will°be a corres-

ponding change in the intention to perform the

behavior. Five years of empirical research have
proven the efficacy of this model for the under-

standing and change of human behavior in a variety

of settings and circumstances. Given the exis-
tence of this scientific tool, there is no longer

any reason to guess about the information that

should be given the public in an education cam-

paign. By using this tool, you can determine
exactly'what information will be most effective
in bringing about the behaviors yol\ desire of

the public.
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7 Changing Policy

and Practices

.mr

'Linda Abram

Community, Research Forum

University of Illinois

In response to the federal coordination responsi-

bilities legislatively allocated to the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

the Community Research Forum, University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign, has conducted a research and

field survey project focusing on five federal

agencies: the Federal Bureau of Prisons, U.S.

Marshals Service, Immigration and Naturalization

Service, BUreau of Indian Affairs and National

Park'Service. The policies and.practices of these

organizations were evaluated in termsof the dein-

stitutionalization, separation and monitoring

objectives of the JJDP Act. Th se agencies were

chosen because, they operate or c ntract with ,correc-

tional facilities and exercise a direct impact on

the detention of youth in federal custody. The

findings from this research indicate that the

targeted agencies do process a large volume of

juveniles, and that they have regulations and

policies governing the handling of youth which

are, responsive to the goals of the JJDP Act.

However, site visits to the facilities and inter-

views with federal personnel at the central and
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regional level indicate that youth are not a

priority and that the monitoring systems of these

agencies neither attempt nor oversee any monitoring

for the identification, treatment, or disposition

of children in the federal system. Some of the

critical resource shortages are partially set

forth below according to agency.

The Federal Bureau of Prisons

The FBOP has no jvenile office an(' no official

solely designated in charge.of the andling of

youth. The FBOP practices for commitment of

youth have been investigated by the ACLU National

Prison ProjeCt, Bureau-commissioned task forces,

and Congressional committees. The Bureau responded

only with an urgent attempt to "get out of the

juvenile business" by placing youth committed

under the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act, in

state detention facilities under contract. As

of September, 1979 there were 131 juveniles

remaining in the'federal system. They are con-

centrated in the California Youth Authority System;

the Emerson House, a privately owned facility in

Denver, Colorado; and the Woodsbend School in

Kentucky. Of the 23 youth in the CYA system, only

two.were residents of or had committed a crime in

California. This is indicative of the Bureau's

standard practice of refusal to comply with the

requirement of the Federal Juvenile Delinquency

Act that juveniles be detained or committed in

their home 'communities whenever possible. It is

ironic to note that though the deinstitutionali-

zation OJJDP formula grant funds to California

have been terminated due to the commingling of

children and adults in the CYA system, the FBOP

allows current placements to remain thy',::. and

would presumably continue referrals to CI!, if the

contract had not been cancelled by the Youth

ui



Authority due to overcrowding in the institutions.

Despite the concern of Native American and chil-

dren's advocacy groups, Congressiral committee

staff, and the frustration of FBOP's own regional

officials the Bureau has failed to channel any

effort into the development of alternatives for

juveniles committed under the federal statute.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has no officer in,

charge of youth programs. The Law Enforcement

Chief at BIA stated that "youth is not a priority.

This attitude is also reflected by the Bureau

Division of Social Services which can best be des-

cribed as assuming a position of benign neglect

towards the, plight of youth removed from their

homes, and processed through tribal court systems.

Of the nine reservations visited, there were

several examples of innovative programs which

were battling bureaucratic apaqly as well as

traditional tribal opposition, but these progres-

sive achievements appear to be attributable to

the dedication of small groups of individuals on

the reservations and do not reflect BIA policy.

The Imm4ration and Naturalization Service

The Immigration laws define a juvenile as 14 or

younger. For the purpose of placement in juvenile

as opposed to adult facilities, "juvenile" is

defined by state law. In Texas, where.17-year

olds are adults, 17-year old prisoners are rou-

tinely intermingled with adults. in INS Service

Processing Centers.

For the purpose of statistical compilation, juve-

niles are included in the same category as women.

The Border Patrol sectors and the INS central
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office have records of all illegal entrants

handled by the Service, but these are never statis-

tically broken down. It is, therefore, almost

impossible under the current system to determine

the number of juveniles in INS custody during a

given time.

INS policy directs regional officials to place

children with juvenile care facilities. These

may be'FBOP or U.S. Marshal contract facilities,

but since these tend to be expensive juvenile

detention centers in areas of heavy alien traffic

INS is likely to make arrangements with more

informal local settings. There is often no formal

agreement with the facility, no standards and,

therefore, no accountability by these facilities

to INS.

U.S. Marshals

The U.S. Marshals are charged with custody of

material witnesses though the chain of custody

between USM and INS is often clouded. There is

no statistical indication other than in the

SoUthern District of California, of how many juvel
nile witnesses or dependents of witnesses are

detained, or for how long. Field interviews /

suggest that is is not unusual for such children

to be detained for a period of, months, often /in

a secure detention facility where they are cdrir

mingled with delinquents. The U.S. Marshals/ do

not have statistical breakdowns on the number of

juveniles detained in the 835 jails with which

they contract.

National Park Service

The National Park Service field office/in San

`Francisco which exercises jurisdictio' over exten-



sive beach'and park acreage in the Bay area ha,

an informal arrangement with the San Francisco

and Marin County juvenile detention centers whereby

the NPS police will take a child but the county

will assume the expense. There is no rePorting,

therefore, e the number of juveniles placed in

secure detention and no way to ass'pstheir,

length of stay. In 1978, over 1,60,0,j-uveniles

were oharged by the San Francisco National Park

Police. Nearly half were for offenses such as

mSuspicion," "all other offenses" or violation'

of'liquor or traffic laws. There is a serious

breach ofifederal accouniability, for the disposi-

tion of these juveniles.

f.

Mike Kelly 1

'Juvenile Justice'Committee :

West Virginia Suffeme Court of Appeals
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The Juvenile.°Justice Committee was established by

statute in 1977, Its legislative mandate is to

"visit, inspecCand interview residents" of all

institutions, facilities and places throughout the

State wherein juveniles may be held involuntarily

and make public reports of such reviews, The

Committee is made, up of five attorneys who.setve

wit&utcompensation, each appointed by one of

the fie. Justices of the West Virginia SUpreme

Court of Appeals. In December, 1979, in response

to a juvenile suicide in a county jail and:several

shocking incidents related,thereto: the Comkttee

received funding from the Shupreme Court to hire

A staff and begin a thorough' investigation of

juvenile incarcerations'. The Court granted to

the Committee the power to bring legal action

against any facility which did not.complylwith

the juvenile law,

'0.

51nce that time, the Committee has inspected and

,filed reports on 12 county jails, the state's

center for the juvenile mentally retarded, and

ell four of the state's juvenile corrections

institutions. Several of the places v.sited have

begun.voluntarily compliance attempts or, in the,

case of county jails, have adopted policies pro-'

the placement of juveniles in the jail,

including. special juvenile departments, of the

jails, Legal action is being prepared a ainst

those feW facilities which have refused o attempt

compliance.

Based on its'firsthand, unannounced inspections,

the Commfttee is of the opinion that the main

reason that juveniles are being incarcerated in

county jails is the failure of the, circuit court

judges to *ply with the law. A majority of'the

children placed in jail are charged with a mis-

demeanor or a nonviolent.'felony (e.g.; breaking

and entering). Under West Virginia law a child

may be placed in a jail (and only the juvenile

section of the jail) only 'if charged with the

commission of a violent felony.

Additionally, while those few 'violent offenders

are awaiting trial in jail, the,secure detention

centers are being overcrowded with children

arrested'for public intoxication, loitering,

shoplifting and other.nonviolent, petty Crimes,

In its four months of-gtrtve existence, the Com-

mittee has begun to cause the reshaping of the

entire juvenile justice 'system inTest Virginia.

For the most part, it has met with coOperation

from local and state officials. 'The'Supreme

Court, much to its credit, has stood by the Com-

mittee and not succumbed to'the isolated occasions

when an official has attempted to use political

influence to dissuade the Committee from (ts in-,'



spections, findings or recommendations.

We are confident that West Virginia will soon

become the model state in the area of juvenile

law and juvenile corrections.

David E. Vandercoy

National Juvenile Law Center, Inc.

St, Louis, Miss6uri
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Individuals seeking to effect systems reform of

the practice of jailing juveniles in adult facil-

ities by use of litigation face the following,

major impediments. First, children in jail are

effectively denied access to courts and counsel.

When a child is jailed, the state becomes the

child's legal custodian. The state, via local

officials, has caused the incarceration to occur

and is not likely, to say the least, to advocate

on behalf of a child to remove the juvenile from

the jail. The actual custodian, the jailer, is

also unlikely to seek legal assistance to effect

the removal of a juvenile from the jail. The

child's parents have often played a role in in-

volving the child in the juvenile justice system

and are unlikely to challenge a practice they

have set in motion. Further, even if the parents

have not played a role in the process, the parents

will usually be of a lower socio-economic class,

without political clout, and are usually unaware

of their legal rights or of the rights of the

child. When one sorts through this scenario, it
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is /!eadily apparent that the system requires

children placed in adult jails to protect their

own legal rights without assistance. Thus, while

literally hundreds of thousands of children are

jailed each year, the jailing practice escapes

litigative attack because the system requires

children placed in jail to protect their own

rights. An advocate system is necessary to ensure

protection of the rights of such children. Jail

challenges should include a claim based on denial

of access to courts and counsel and should seek

the establishment of a mechanism to insure such

protection as part of the relief sought.

The second major problem encountered is the rela-

tively narrow impact.ofjail_suits even if success-

ful. Jails are' county entities. It is extremely

difficult to fashion a statewide challenge to the

practice of jailing children, since such suits

usually attack the appropriateness of the condi-

, tions of confinement, and these conditions vary

froM jail to jail. This often means that plain-

tiffs will not be able to sue multiple county

jails in a class action defendant suit, since the

varying conditions may defeat the class action

requirement of common facts or legal issues.

SeVeral possibilities exist which may afford

broader relief than a suit againit one county

jail, First, look for a state defendant. Some

states statutorily charge a state agency with the

duty to supervise and oversee all county jaiV

operations. Regulations promulgated by such

state aiencies are usually openly ignored. If

such regulations require different treatment for

juveniles in jail than adults, e.g., separation

from adults; litigation predicated on the viola-

tion of the 'regulations may be pursued against

the state apncy. A favorable result in such

litigation would yield far broader results than



normally available. Likewise, broader results may

be available to specific groups of juveniles such

as nonoffpnders and status offenders, by attacking

.
the practice of jailing as opposed to the condi-

tions of confinement in each county jail. For

example, litigation could rely on the principle

known as substantive due process. This principle

essentially holds that every person is entitled

to life, liberty and property pursuant to the

Fourteenth Amendment. The government may inter-

fe with these rights for purposes of accomplish-

ing legitimate objectives (for status offenders

and nonoffenders, the purpose is to provide rehab-

ilitation or care and custody). Even if the pur-

pose is legitimate; the intervention must fail if

the means -are counterproductive of the end sought.

Clearly, jailing is counterproductive of rehabili-

tation or care and treatment. Relying upon such

rights, litigators can attack the statewide prac-

tice of jailing status offenders and nonoffenders

without getting bogged down in issues regarding

the conditions of confinement in individual jails.

Another factor to be considered in ligitation of

children in jails cases relates to the issue of

alternatives and cost. Initially, litigators must

know where the, suit is going with regard to alter-

natives prior to filing a jail challenge. Further,

it is absolutely necessary to attack the intake

procedure practiced by county officials. Analysis

of such procedures will reveal that most of the

juveniles detained in the 'county jail do not need

to be detained anywhere. Many such children have

committed no criminal offense or a minor property

offense. Forcing defendants to scrutinize the

intake procedure will assist litigators in selling

the point that a much smaller alternative wo:

suffice to meet local detention needs than woui,.

initially appear if based on prior detention

numbers. This revelation will also assist the

creation of alternatives since smaller alternatives

are obviously much less costly than large facilities.

The above touches only a few of the issues in-

volved in jail litigation. Litigators must make

decisions regarding; 1) the scope of the chal-

lenge (i.e., habeas corpus relief for a single

child or a broad challenge focusing on the prad-

tice of jailing children with the possibility of

benefitting many children; 2) whether the case

is to be countywide or whether statewide relief

may be possible; 3) the best forum in which to

file the suit, i.e., state or federal; 4) the

particular circumstances of your client, i.e.,

status offender, nonoffender or delinquent, since

the legal rights of each group vary, Most impor-

tantly, the litigator must know where the suit

is going with regard to alternatives. No victory

can be claimed if the result of the suite is a

100 bed regional detention center.

Lastly, I want to add a general comment regarding

the role of litigation. Many lay advocates view

litigation as a mechanism which is disruptive of

the spirit of cooperation, of working together to

solve common problems. Litigation is feared for'

what many perceive as a tendency to polarize the

parties. In assessing the role of litigation,

consider two points. First, the present reform

movement was born of litigation, In re Gault, 387

U,S. 1 (1967). Second, the practice of jailing

juveniles is an ingrained policy which has existed

since the creation of the prison system in the.

early 1800's. One of the purposes of the first

juvenile court established in Illinois in 1899

was to remove juveniles from jail. When judged

by whether the court accomplished this particular

purpose, the juvenile court system must be rated



a failure. Change is only going to occur if force

Whether the pressure to force change is legis-

lative, administrative or litigative, the central

proposition is that the change will not acur

unless pressure is exerted. Litigation is a

viable alternative to exert that pressure and

force change.

Donna Hamparian

Academy for Contemporary Problems

The Academy for Contemporary Problems is 'conduct-

ing a study of juveniles, persons under 18, 'tried

in adult courts. There are five basic ways that

juveniles are referred to adult courts.

(1) In 12 states the maximum of juvenile court

jurisdiction extends only to 16 or 17. Juve-

niles in those states, aged 16 or 1), are

routinely tried in adult court for any offense

(2) In all states, except Arkansas, Nelraska, New

York and Vermont, juveniles can beireferred

to adult court after a judicial hearing in.

juvenile court. The'ages and offenses for

which juveniles can be judicia4ywaived

differ significantly state by state.

(3) In some states, juveniles, through their

attorneys,' can request to be tried as.adults,

This procedure takes several fords, sometimes

requiring a judicial'hearing and sometimes

being an automatic process.

d. (4) In most states, specific offenses are excluded

from juvenile court jurisdiction, These

offenses range from murder in several states

to traffic, boating and alcohol offenses in

many states.
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(5) In a half dozen states, the prosecutor or

prosecutor and juvenile court decide the forum

for the case. In Wyoming this process applies

to any offense, in Georgia only to capital

offenses,

Data have been collected and studied in every

county in the United States on the frequency.of-

occurrence and characteristics of those referred.

Several states are being studied in-depth to

address the effects on the juveniles, the juvenile ,

and criminal justice systems and public safety

of such referrals. In addition, policy issues

were identified and are being addressed in a

separate volume written primarily by outside

experts. The data analysis has just begun. We

have only looked gat data in a few states, but some

interesting findings are emerging. The data

indicate that over 90 percent of juveniles waived

are male; that blacks are disproPortiohaliy repre-

sented (controlling for population.-ratios); and

the majority of juveniles waived to'adult court

are charged with robbery and property offenses.

For, example, in Florida, the offenses that are

resulting in judicial waiver frod:Imienile to adult

court are primarily property offen4S-=burglary,

auto theft and larceny, Less thatter4er,cent of

those individuals judicially waived,;are'female

and the majority of those waived erre4at.least 17

years of age. In Pehnsylvania, over, a third of

those judicially waived were charge '"with property

offenses. Let me emphasize that the e preliminary

findings are based on data from a few states.



The data volume from all 52 jurisdictions will be

published in late Summer:

I would like to spend the remainder of my time

talking with-You about the 100,000 juveniles

arrested in Georgia, Louisiana, Illinois, Massa-

chusetts, Michigan, Missouri, South Carolina,

Texas, New York, Vermont, Connecticut and.North

Carolina, lho because of the maximum age of juve-

nile court jurisdiction, of 17 for the first eight

and 16 for the latter four, are routinely arrested

as adults, jailed as adults, tried as adults'and

sentenced as adults, frequently to jails. How

many of the 100,000 spend time in jail before

trial or are sentenced to jail after adjudication

is not known. Are the 17,./ear olds in Texas or

Michigan so different from the 17-year olds in

Ohio that we can permit jail for the,former and

not for the latter? Is it a consistent national

policy on juvenile& in jail to allow, 16 and 17-

year old juveniles to be held in jail in a quarter

of the states, but.find the states in non - compliance

if juveniles are held in jail in the other three-.

quarters of,the states? As I understand the

definition being used by the National Coalition

for Jail Reform, these 100,000 juveniles and the

'juveniles referred to adult courts .through judi-

cial waiver, concurrent jurisdiction, excluded

offenses and request for waiver, would all be

defined as juveniles and should not be detained or

sentenced to jail.

This needs to be addressed in light of the poten-

tial conflict with the definition Used by the

Department of Justice and the difficulties states

would have in complying with this standard.

11
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Linda J. Gallant

Coalition for the Protection of Youth Rights
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1) A statewide legal advocacy'program in a large

state presents significantly different issues,

47 solutions and obstacles in each individual com-

munity.'1 statewide legal advocacy program also

faces'a constant internal battle between repre-

.senting individual children'in individual cases,

as opposed to somehow selecting the major case

in bringing in impact li'lgation to suit.

2) The critical importance of community support--

elegal advocacy program does nothing, in reality,

about the support of community groups who are

available to monitor, to pressure, and to advocate

for themselves and their children.

3) Legislative advocacy--forcing the legislator

to force the judges to follow the laws which you

spent three years trying to force the legislature

to enact in the beginning--everybody seems to

want to pass the buck,

4) What happens to the kids once we get them out

of,jail--do they go to mental health institutions?

Do they go to coercive residential treatment

facilities? Do they,go to inappropriate foster

homes? Do they go to state institutions far from

their communities? In general, once. we try to

get kids out of jail, how much concern must we

have with the "alternatives" which are created

to replace the jails?'



8 Alternatives to Jail

Suzanne Smith

Hennepin County Home Detention Program

The Home Detention Program provides an alter-

native to secure detention for youth who are

awaiting court disposition. The program is

intended to be short-term and utilizes paid and

volunteer staff to supervise juveniles on an

intensive basis when the Juvenile Court approves

their release from secure detention, The goals

of the program are:

1. To provide the Juvenile Court, the juvenile,

the family and the community with an accept-

able alternative to secure detention.

2. To maintain juveniles released from secure

detention under Home Detention supervision

trouble-free in their communities.

3. To decrease the population of,the secure

detention center.

4. To demonstrate that it is Loth operationally

and economically feasible to/supervise youths

successfully outside a secure detention

facility usirg volunteer and,' paid staff.
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Referrals for Home Detention release are made by

Probation Officers, Social Workers, Attorneys

and Community Workers. All referrals are screened

by the program staff and youth must be approved

by the court prior to release from secure deten-

tion. Generally, youth return to their own home

for the period of Home Detention, although other

alternatives such as relatives, foster homes or

shelter facilities may be utilized°

During an interview with the youth, parents and

caseworker, a
(1

specific behavioral contract (Home

Detention Order) will be developed and signed by

all parties. Violations of this contract during

the period of Home Detention will result in the

return of the youth to secure deention. The

Home Detention Worker assigned to the case will

monitor compliance with the contract through:

1, making a daily face-to-face contact With the

youth;

2, making a daily random phone call to the youth;

3, making a daily check' on school;

4, completing daily case logs and final summary;

5. consulting with the caseworker;

6, appearing at subsequent court hearings to

report on youth's progress.

Hennepin County's Home Detention Program was

initiated in 1975 with grant funds from a local

foundation and the design for the program was

adapted from programs in St. Louis and the State

of Florida. As the program research has shown,

there have been' high rates of success with the

Home Detention Program and correspondingly low

rates of absconding and/or committing a new

offense. Program staff believes that the success

of the program rests on the combination of account-

ability to the terms of the behavioral contract

and the intensive supervision. Although the



*gram is not appropriate for all youths in

secure detention, it is an alternative that works

for many juveniles without causing unreasonable

jeopardy to the community.

Mary P. Martinez

Chief Probation Officer

8thJudicial District Court, New Mexico
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In the 8th,Judicial District there has been a

policy since January, 19570that children should.,

be diverted from the Juvenile Court process unless

a definite need for court intervention is demon-
,

strata. Commitment to' either of the two correc-

tional institutions is"considered,only as a last

resort, for the protection of the public, and

hopefully for the benefit of the juvenile. himself.

The District comprises'ae three most northeastern

counties of New Mexico. The only common denomi-

natotefor the counties is the great distance

between communitie's. The Bounty seats are `about

a hundred miles away from each other. Ethnically

and culturally they are nearly as far apart!

Whenever possible juveniles were releasr. to

responsible "parents or gua:dians on their agree-

ment to appear for preliminary inquiry or intake.

The problem was that with distances so great, and

telephones, unavailable, juveniles, often status

offenders, were being,heldin jails.

juveniles for short periods works well with pro-

As, early as !959 an Advisory Committee to the

Court was established in Taos County, Out of it

a "Jail Committee" developed in the 1960's.

Members were selected from all the child serving,

agencies in the community. Policies regarding

holding slowly developed and the community learned

that juveniles could released without danger

to the community,,

In 1975'a pilot Shelter Care Program was funded

by LEAA which enabled us to hire a third JPO on

staff, who found and had licensed, foster homes

which would acceptAuveniles who needed "a cooling

off period." Success was so great that the State

funded us for the second year.

Based on findings of the Shelter Care proje't.and

using the mandate of the Children's Code prohi-

biting the detention of status offenders of CHINS

in a secure facility, the Juvenile Holding Fatility

model was initiated in Taos County in 1976 and in

Colfax County in 1977.

This program model has been extremely successful

in rural areas where services and resources are

limited and the need for short-term shelter care

is great. The program provides for 244eur ser-

vices to CHINS, status offenders, and alleged

delinquents awaiting return to their home or for

further, disposition. This service is contracted

with a community agency or family and this model

has been replicated mother areas of the state.

Juvenile Probation fficers provide supportive

counseling and referral services. The programs

are presently being funded jointly to facilitate

administration,

Both Taop and Raton have experienced a change in

providds. We have learned that the 'Aiding of
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viders using their' own' homes to shelter juveniles.

In interviiwing applicants preferencL was given

to persons experienced in providing foster care,

Juvenile Probation Officers:and' HumanServites

caseworkers provide counseling, diversion or after-

care whenever needed.

4

Jonas Mate

Community Research Forum

'University of Illinois

The presentation was given in two parts. The first

discussed a few of ':he planning tasks which should

be undertaken when.developing crisis intervention

services; the second scussed the development of

incoke criteria for pr trial residential services.

The presentation's pur ose was to focus upon:

(1) ele shortcomings general start-up require-

ments of crisis ser es, and (2) the importance

of specific_eligi' ty or placement criteria for

pretrial residential and nonresidential programs

as a conttulidng measure used to make appropriate

placement decisions.

(1) Crisis Intervention Services

Per3onal experii-!ce lnd research verify that in

nearly 80 percent rr. the case3 studied, crisis

services tend to 1,,On and take on an informal'

'do-geeder"'effyi. carrying;E broad base of

enthusiasm to "hepl bur not to plan a structured

and mature program, .Also, programs have been

implemented with lttle red assessment than

Identifying a sizable :Lumber of juveniles and .
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their families. In short, the assumption has

been made that if "spme" need exists with "some"

support, the need Inusu be large enough to'warrant

th-e-elvice.

"Solutions to each of, these problems are .easily,

stated but difficult' to employ, Bat, hopefully,

those, which I propose to outlinL will be used as

guidelines' toward establishing heartier crisis

services,

In the thinking stages of crisis inter-

vention services, .,develop a need assess-

ment model specifying the techniques to

be used for gathering data, analyz;ng

data, ni reporting it. Includeop work-

plan, timetable, and personnel responsi-

bilities under each task.

/

RESULT;) Avoidance of emotional, do-gooder

stomping grounds; and the conceptual and

operational framework of crisis services are

more accurately focused.
0

-- Develop an information system which is

cibsely tied to the goals of the program

and the crisis operation's manual, Such

an information,system should not only

verify the complet117' of goals, but should

also be useful to pose the how and

why the goal was a,b,eved..

RESULT: Data for'funding purposes and future

planning and reorientation of services.

-- Develop program forms, written service

guidelines, and written'and specific

eligibility guidelihes as clientele ser-

vices policies.



RESULT: Clarity as to who receives service,

the records to be kept on them, and what

service they are entitled to.

lI

JA-detailed-example-of-each-itemilentioned-under-

each guideline is available from the presenter.)

2. Intake/Placoment Criteria ,

in the past year, our organization has set out to

measure the need for a proposed service baled upon

two levels of data: 1) social service, law enforce-

ment and juvenile justice data for at least three

years to aid in interpreting existing practices,

and 2) survey data which estimate need based upon

written and specific criteria tor placement in a

specific program. Together these measures,are

used to predict the need for residential and non-

residential services. Criteria for each service

type are developed. In cases where criteria

designating who eligible for a specific service

by detailing criteria in regard to who should

definitely not be eligible for a service, i.e.,

who is eligible for crisis service vs. long-term

services, emergency foster rare vs. shelter care,

and emergency she)ra ca, , . secure detention.

To illustrate the'leiol of critia developed, an

example of criteria fp,' pr.triaJ secure detention

will be used,

detention criteria are denloped to reflect

7.,ajor purpose of detention, i.e., danger to

.1nn ,:rnperty, risk of flight, and protection

,OULL y x:ess, Current offense and legal

hicory information are used to determine,eligi-

1.;11.ty, The exact wording of criteria changes

from state to state, but all meet the principle

of specificity and thereby limit the discretion

most state statdtes allow, while retaining the

original intent(s) of the law.

t.)/
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The criteria are,developed with state statutes,

the state criminal offense code, state court

procedures or ruling, and national standards for

each respective placement type in hand. The

-development-pf-such-criteria-occurs_most_quickly_

with a committee of two or three people. After

initial developmente a larger committee of juve-

nile justice professionals and juvenile court

judges reviews and makes recommendations.

EXAMPLE: Criteria for detention in a secure

facility.

1) Dangerous to person or property:

Current offense:

a) Present offenses are the fol awing type

of felony offenses: (list of those

. considered very dangerous to person

and properties);

'Legal HistOry:

b) Record of (number) adjudicated offenses

against person or property during the

past: (number) years;

2) Risk of flight to protection of court

process:

Legal History:

a) Records of (number) of willful failures

to appear in .court;

b) Adult not willing to sign a written

promise to bring juvenile to court

hearing;

c) Record of (number) absences from the

home without parental approval for more

than 24 hours.



Shirley Coins

Chicago, Illinois
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Nonsecure residential programs as a snlject or

issue is difficult to address, Everyeue does

not have a similar definition of what nonsecure

may mean. There is agreement that there should

be alternativeswhat should they ;, the ques-

tion, This question encompasses areas of adminis-

tration, fiscal, and programmatic concerns,

There are examples of systems, !Ach as the nation-

wide foster care system, that have been far more

damaging to youth shalt they have helped, Anything

to be planned must he a temporary condition--a

stopgap measure. Permanency for a child should

be the goal, not the forgotten objective to be

forfeited and replaced by an existence of root-

less insecurity,

Even though the problems and issues are complex,

a better system is possible, Large bureaucratic

systems do nbt seem to be the answer for providing

quality care. There is no cohesive system of

care for children, It seems in actuality to be

a patchwork of inconsistency, conflicting, com-

peting organizations, lys and procedures, a maze

in which children often get lost and are jeopard-

ized both physically and emotionally, Coordina-

tion and cooperation, along with a comprehensive

planning process must be established.

Beyond this; children need advocates to serve as

role models, to be the liaison to the court,

family and program when and if appropriate or

necessary, Children are afraid or and confused

by the system and learn to hate easily if this

anxiety is not abated,
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Judy Nogg Levin

foster Parent Recruitment Center

Denver, Colorado J

Foster care is one alternative to detention, It

should be looked at in conjunction with prevention,

diversion, crisis intervention, family counselling,

independent living, home detention, and shelter

facilities, Several advantages of foster care

are: the, environment is home-like, it is cost

effctive there is a minimum of peer pressure,

The Foster Parent Recruitment Center developed

after my personal assessment of needs as gained

through my eight years experience as a foster

parent of teenagers, I, then, checked the validity

of the need for recruitment and support of foster

parents within the community--police, courts,

other foster parents, social services, detention

centers, shelters, youth advocates, In my re-

search, I discovered that 1,500 Den c metro-

area youth had been detained inappropriately in

78-79 due to lack of alternatives. During that

fiscal year (1978-1979), the Were 650 certified

foster homes 1, the metro-area,' with perhaps only

15 of those homes for teens. Counties cited a,

need for 300 more foster homes,

The Center recruits foster parents for teenagers

through a continuous, organized media approach

utilizing all available free media, including

public speaking, newsp[4ers, TV, radio, magazines,

bank displays, posters, and brochures, Content

is composed of tactual information and experien-

tial information, The Center, also assists parti-

cipating counties in' the support of foster parents,

including (possibly) assistance with orientation,

training, implementing a "buddy" system of volun-



teer foster parent crisis support, foster parent

groups, among services. The selection and train-

ing of foster parents is the mandated responsi-

bility of each county department of,social ser-

vices in Colorado, and we do not participate in

th.- selection at all. However, we do provide

t( hnicai assistance to counties, if requested,

to help with orientation all training,

Although short -term foster Tomes for teenagers

are a priority, it is by no means the only prior-

ity to the departments of socik services. Chil-

dren's problems do not always disappear after 30

days, and most participating counties are inter-

ested in developing both long-term and short-term

foster, care for appropriate youth. ch count

has its own mechanism to determine that youth

appropriate for foster. care cannot go home, are

no danger to themselves or others, and may be

misdemeanants. The Center does not place any

children.

I an ancerned that unless we, deliver good alter-

natives to jail with adequate community resout,es,

we are condemning the very children we are trying'

to help to situations for which there can be more

abuses, and those abuses will be more decentra17,

ized and harder to eradicate with advocacy.

To utilize foster care, one might do well to:

begin with whatever resources are already avail-

able; involve'experienced foster parents, recog

nfze short-term foster care; as just one aspect,

utilize available intonation already in existence

such as Child Welfare League Training Information

and the National Foster Parent Association.

To insure the quality of foster care, I would

recommend: statewide minimum requirements for

orientation and training complete with sugges d

materials; utilization of foster parents in juve-

nile justice planning; neighboring counties peal-

ing resources; outside monitoring and arbitration

of complaints of abuses in all types of out -of-

home placements, and notificatio of this resource

to parents, foster parents, and Youth; and ppblic

education concerning foster care.

Richard W.,Sammons

Family Advocacy Council

Auburn, Maine

maisammumimenim
In assessing the present state of,children's se--

vices in this country, and in looking towards

methods of educating citizen's grOups that are

to serve as advocates for improved services, Ibe

must, I feel, be somewhat specitic and directive

as to what we, the "professional advocates," view

as lacking in our present system and what ingre-

dients need to be introduced into future programs

to make them more responsive to the needs of so- .

called ,;disturbed and deviant yeutigsters and their

families.. It is far too simplistic, and serves

merely to perpetuate empty,t liberal, reform rhet-

oric, to continue to demand either the emptying 6*

of,institutions or the improvement of institutional

living conditions. It is also naive to, think that

"through something called "publi's education" we

will begin to change attitudes within a general

popdus that is basically reactionary, at best,

apathetic. If citizen's groupi and professional

'advocates are to move beyond the "fiery caution

and crusading inertia" that characterizes so many

1970's reform movements, thesd groups must become

1,



actively involved In establishing standards

if necessary setting up programs themselves) for

community programs that serve the most difficult

and most disturbed youngsters and families in our

:system, They must accept, a priori, that theirs

is an unpopular movement, that consensus as to

its appropriateness is irrelevant (and often an

excuse not to do it), and that the personal and

professional risk is immense, Wemust accept

that no only do we live in communities that ha'e

no desi w to interact with the schizoplirenid,

the delinquent, the autistic, the retarded, A.

al, but we are also faced with professional

vice communities that have become extremely cum-

fortable.in avoiding those youngsters and families

that prove difficult to deal with and who are

unresponsive to our exceptional professional in-

sights and interventions,

Public funding continues to support private agency

programs that have entrenched within 'their systems

,those very ingredients that undermine any serious

commitment to serving the truly difficult young-

ster and family, In order. to impact that system,

we must first identify those ingredients that

restrict change, and being offered (and actively

establishing) alternatives that will establish,

once and for all, the right of all individuals,

regardless, of their degree of disturbance, to

live the highest quality. of life possible in an

open community environment that stimulates them

to function at their highest capacity, and yet

provides protection from those areas in which

they have an overwhelming vulnerability. These

individuals, that are presently locked up in our

training schools, our state hospitals, and our

institutions for the retarded are our primary

tools for educating the general populus,

these people are'released, and until their input
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becomes a reality of day-to-day community life,

our communities will remain insulated nd unedu-

cated,

OF

This is not new information for any of you-=you

have known this for,some time and have acted upon

it in'a variety of ways both professionally and

personally. I merely reiterate it, and provide

the attached guidelines, in an attempt to encour-

age you to use vhatever energies and influence

you have to begin immediately establishing new

alternatives in the community that will not only

"advocate for," but will begin to provide "service

to" those individuals in our,society that are void

of alternatives, and thus destined to a life of

loneliness and despair,

In the following chart under the heading'"Tradi-

tional," I have outlined what I feel are the

ingredients within programs that make true change

impossible, Under the heading "Change Agency,"

I have offered alternatives to these ingredients

that can be utilized in establishing new standards.

for programs tht, an begin providing care in the

community for inLividials that are presently

institutionaLA or receiving no services what-

'mover, I look forward to your feedback regarding

some of these suggestions.



Traditional

-- Conditional care--will care for you "if."

-- Youngster responsible for adapting to program; -

if unable to adapt, youngster is discharged.

Selective intake policies

-- Homogenous grouping for purposes of utilizing

group control devices.

- - Emphasis on pathological aspects of child-- ,

disability model overdefines dysfunctional aspects

of child, and thus serves to insulate staff inter-

actions with child around normal,, everyday expec-

tations,

- - Overly controlled environment with regard to

stimulus for dealing with normal,everyda routines.

At same time, a lack of, control with to

odiously stressful inputs--assault, seival. abuse3

isolation,. etc.
%al

Family seen as problem--resistance to working

with entire family. Inability to allow family

to function aL,whatever level possible and feel

good about it. Subtly judgemental with resultant

increase'in guilt for both youngster and family.
)

7 MBO approach to treatment artificial expec-

tations regarding length of RX, cost, etc.

-- Stagnant funding, i.e., all kids funded at

same level.

- - Avoid conflict With community -good public

relations.
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Change Agency

Unconditional care--will care for, period.

-- Responsibility of program to adapt to needs of

youngster--program will reject pieces of behavior,

dot entire person.

Open,inta4 policy.

Heterogenous grouping to stimulate'for normal

environment; individualized living arrangement.

- - Emphasis on child as total human being with

same basic needs as any human child. Pathological

adaptation put in perspective of total human

existence rather than seen as all-pervasive

character.

Normal envifonmentestabiished that allows

child to act out within safe limits. Routines,

Limits, and Anchor Points. Kids exposed to normal

variables of everyday life--staff available to

assist youngsters in making real-life decisions.

Family dealt with--accepted as primary future

support system at whatever level they and young-'

ster can tolerate. Nonjudgemental, extended

family relationship ideally between staff and

family.

-- Serve and support as needed--advocate for

ongoing support.

IrNyOual programs prescriptions- -each child'

funded indivially based on actual itemized

costs.

Accept reaS4,6f prOgram as community change

. agent and accept the inevitable discomforts that

must occur for real change. to occur.



9 Secure Detention

Michael J. McMillen

Commu aty Research For6

Univ rsity of Illinois '

It is often the case that the availability of

secure 'detention bedspace is viewed as a cure-all

place for most of the ills which beset the juve-

nile justice operations of many jurisdictions.

"If.we only had detention bedspaces,", I often

hear from local juvenile' authorities, "we could

do a much better job of handling offenders,"

While this is probably true to some extent, the t

proposition completely ignores the fact that

almost anything would be better than the practice

of placing kids intjails. And besides that, to

propose us,ng suitable secure detention facilities

as a final goal is to totally disregard the poten-,

tial for accomplishing something which as of

superior benefit, not just better.

What it boilS down,to,is that: people feel safer

with doors hat can be locked, and it is certainly

more expedie t and simpler Eo set a kid down,

turn the key, and deal with the problem later (at

a more convenient time). Hotdever, as with most .

other goals worth achieving, the easiest way, the

way which seems to offer the least line of resis-
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tance, is not necessarily the best or most fruitful.

Time and effort must be spent in the most effi-

cient and productive manner posstia to achieve

worthwhile results; and in the case of most juve-

nile offenders, that time in which, effort can be

best invested are the critical moments when a

young person enters into the justice system,'

It is incumbent upon all local authorities who

wish to provide the best and most correct services

available to youthful offenders to tihoroughly

analyze all factors which led to.a juvenile's

referral to the courts. This must be done Imme-

diately dring his intake into the system so that

appropriate courses of action can be determined

. and acted updn. It 18 also necessary to perform

this function at once so that appropriate confine-

ment is avoided. Secure placement in an appro-

'priate setting is, after all, far more expensive

than non-facility alternatives. So even if we

eliminate such matters as altruism, illegality

based on federal legislation and court cases, and

social conscience as the motivating forces behind

reducing secure placements, the practical matter

of dollars expended remain intact, I am not sug-

gesting the former issues are not important. They

should be the decisive., considerations as in most

'cases. It is just that "getting the most bang

for the bucks" always seems to be a root&issue

which must be confronted.

To this end, it is simply not enough to say that

this or that juvenile must be confined because

he will be a danger to the community,, or will

flee prosecution if he is not placed securely.

How can this be known ahead of time? Des a

child's demeanor at intake somehow enabie.us to

predict his future activity? Hardly. Often, the



worst sort of offender, knoWing the little,byways'

of the siftem, behave in the most docile fashion,

while the kid picked up on some piddling charge',

scared out of his wits, violently overeacts.

Placements based on such behavior,work at times,

but are not reliable predictors. ,Many juveniles

will still ire placed inappropriately, ,

Is the nature of the offense an adequate gauge of

a juvenile's willingness Go commit new acts,or

flee prosecution? Generally speaking; no. A

first-time offender is not necessarily prone to

criminal activity, and supervision outside'of a

facility Will usually be'enough to keep the situ-

ation under control. Is jailing an appropriate

response to a traffic offense? Is a kid who

sasses his parents a serious security risk? Must

a juvenile running away from a bad situation at

home be thrust into the usually far"ar bore inhos-

'pitable and regimentedconfines of secure custody,

jest because it is the easiest way to keep him

off the road while parents are contacted? Sadly,

this is exactly'how such cases are handled in

many jurisdictions, though very rarely can the

answer to any of these'questions be an unqualified

"yes." here is always another course of action

whicji could better benefit the child, thecom-

munity and the system.

The problem, t en, is rb develop an efficient

method"for de ermining at intake just exactly

which youths re in absolute need of secure custody.

The Natiopal A visory Committee and the American

Bar ASsociation have both come .up with objective

guidelines which might be used to make this deter-

minatiod., And while these spefic placement cri-

teria,may not be realistically implemented dn,

every jurisdiction due various experiences, at,

east one study has emonstrated that, where such
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criteria are used, It Is possible to predict with

fair degree of acctiacy which juvenile can safely

be hanged outside the Confines df a secure facil-

ity, i.e., with no recurrent offenses or flight.

ln nearly every community, where such criteria

have been, applied, the required number of secure

bedspaces are reduced substantially, The object,

in any event, hould be to develop a rigorous set

of guideline§ based on offense, current legal .

status, and past history which can,be applied in

each case to verify, the real need for secure

placement. It can be stated unequivocally that

(the use of objective placement criteria, in com-

lbination with intensive crisis intervention and

counseling services at intake and alternative non-

residentialoservices, will draStically diminish

the use of and need for secure bedspaces,"

Now, once this assertion is accepted, it becomes

possible,to analyze case records and project actual

number of bedspa4s which should be developed by

each jurisdiction, This should be the second

phase of any correctly .organized planning process,

The first' phase Is the recognition that problems

in'the juvenile handling process exist and the

decision that something must be done about them,

Once this has been accomplished, the second step,

needs assessment, is begun;:':. All availabld infor-

mation leads to tne concldion that the greatest

number of juveniles who tonne into contact with

the courts can be handled without the need for

removal from the home setting, or at least without

secure facility placement. This is why the greatest

concentration of services must be directed toward

developing 24-hour intake screening services and

appropriate alternatives. Needs assessment will

generally indicate that the availability of 24-

hour screening, suitable alternatives and the use

of objective placement criteria will,virtually



0 ,

eliminate the need fbrlecure bedspace ea)aelty.

Nueva, there, is n.ver'y real difference butyeen

virtual elimination and total elimination of the

need for secure custody. Sometime, some place,

even, in the most efficient and 'p'rogressive, systems,

secure placement will be required. Still,' the

idea must be forcefully driven home'that any secure

bedspaces should be but the tiniest component in

a whole continuum of justice- related service capa-

bilities. It should; neverbe the end-all and be-

all.to which all efforts ,aro directed. The types

of alternatives and services Oich must be the

object of concentrated develepthental efforts Oil

be better described elsewhere in these'proceedings.

My ,point, simply, is that buildings,.especially.

secure facilities, can never offer a complete

solution to justice system problems as they area

response to what should be only the smallest poi-

tion of an effectively, functioning justice system's

needs.

So, okay, despite a thorough investigation and

.
consideration of all possible alternatives, which

is the third step in' the planning process, a need

for a specific number of secure bedspaces can be

justi.fied.,
The decision.is made to construct a '

cbuilding which will be regipnal,or locally based

depending on population distribution and total

beds required. Usually, considering staffinj and

program cbsts,.a secure facility is a fiscally

responsible proposition with nb fewer than ten

beds, and becomes more economically sound at 15

to 20 beds. A single 16-bed facility is amore

viable venture than two eight-bed facilities.

Individual jurisdictions which can support no more

than a few bedspaces must, seek to join forces with

neighboring jurisdictions with similar needs.

Secure facilities should not exceed a 20-bed capa-

city ',figure as staffing becomes'cumbersome and

individualized programming suffers.
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Reform the 'first pencil stroke of the building

designer Is sot to paper., it is absolutely C8801~

tial that a thoroughly considered operlItionalTro-

gram he developed. A daily schedule 101' residents,

including all potential activities and staffing

patterns, must be establihed. Envitonm6tal

requirements must al So be incorporated in this

,
pre-design package. 'Descriptions of the uses of

the rious spaces shouli,d also be included.* A

building design, you 80.!, can only be as good as

the performance requirements which are pukka

to/the designer. Any gaps in the functional/

environmental program will ln all probability

appear as full-scale deficiencies in the final

building configuration, A jurisdiction cannot

just sit back and relax, .once t4 decision has

been made, and ,tell a desiper, 'Okay, bulld us

a'building." Every care must continue to be,

taken to ensure the final product fulfills Lively

,foreseeable futur t.! need in full measure. It is

only with conti4linOnput, to the. designer about

every phase of proje'ectliisility operations that

a building can succeed, and then only by providing

staff with every opportunity to conduct a. wide

range of necessary adtivities and services.

If ,I have left the impression that there is a lot

o'f work involved in initiating good, beneficial

services in which secure facilities play a small

*American Bar Association Standards, National

Advisory Committee Standards, American Correctional

Association Standards and Residential Environments

for the Juvenile JustiCe System by the Community

40Research Forum all contain informtion regarding

advanced, state-of-the-art practices related to

the design of secure residential environments.



part, that is because this is absolutely true.'

Smoothly functioning program do not appear in

the juvenile justice structure or on drawing boards

overnight via spontancops generation, But in

nearly every instdce, with enough of fort they

can e achieved. The excuses bandied about by

loci1 officials for their unwillingness to investi-
gate all options, to concentrate instead on secure

'detention facilities, become wearisome through

repetition. "All these programs will cost too

much," is the frequently used rationalization.

Yet, .the expense involved is certainly less than

the cost of secure facility construction and

'operations, and that expense seems acceptable.

"We need new detention facilities because we

don't hold a lot of kids who really need it," is'

another oft-repeated plea,' But until someone is

able to demonstrate that all those kids who were

released went out and terrorized the town, I will

remain unconvinced that detention was necessary.

No, I think these and other ,excuses are simply

expedient rationales which seek to conceal the

fact that, for whatever reason, a well-organized

juvenile service-providing capability Is con-

sidered just not worth the effort or is beyond

the capacity of available staff.

As an architect, it would seem I should be in

favor of, all new construction that can be gener-

ated. But even if we completely eliminate the

matter of nagging social conscience, it is hard

for me to accept design based on limited program

planning. Good design, is always an effort at

problem solving. In the case of juvenile justice

services, the best solutionp only, partly involve

an actual structure. Good design also depends on

completesknkledge and familiarity with all func-

tional requirements. Without this, and with

inadequate planning, buildings end up being little

more than expensive white erephants, a' burden for

their owners and users with little ,chance for

worthwhile accomplishment, This can hardly reflect

kindly on the design profession, or the court sys-

terns which spawned such structures, md it cer-

tainly presents no lustrous image for any invdived

group or individual professing to be concerned with

the welfare at our younger citizens,

Michael F. Bigley

Deten ion Services, New York State Exe6utive

Depar ment, Division for Youth

There is no doubt that jail placements are not

good child care., Jail. placement is only'defend-

' able when the community requires protection, and

there is.no alternative available, liowber, ve

few jail-placements arc, in reality, defendable

as community protection and secure juvenile

detention is a viable, Cost - effective alternative.
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Secure detedtion guarantees the community the

protection it deserves and once an area has a

'secure facility, jail placements should be statu-

torily restricted. Similarly, secure detention

should be restricted to Juvenile Delinquents,

and exclude StatusJlffenders. A

'Designing a secure detention system on a'state-

wide basis, several interrelated factors,shquld

be considered

First; as a planning factor, What is the general

youth population? Where is it located? What is

the juvenile arrest' rate? What is the juvenile

petition rate? How many jail placements, of juve-



niles are currently being made? How long does

it take to complete the court process and is that

time period statutorily restricted? How long

does it take to place a juvenile in the most

frequently 'tined treatment .facilities? Most

important, what alterniktives to detention exist

in the state/region/etc.

With this information it is possible to predict

approximately how many youths will be detained,

using the' national standard of ten percent of

petitions, modified by local practices. These

local practices include police and probation,

diversion programs which would raise or;-lower the

petition rate compared to the youth popdlation.

Those agencies' ability to divert youth depends

largely on the availability of intervention pro-

grams in'the community. Similarly the number'of

youth securely detained wfll be determined largely

by the size and capability of the nonsture

detention system. This concern for alternatives

is graphically demonstrated in the statistics

'which indicate that of the children ?laced in

jail, only ten percent were accused of crimes

against persons, with 20 percent accused merely

of status offenses.

Once the number of youth to be detained is ascer-

tained, facilities need to be developed, Secure

NTacilities'are required to have large internal

programs including education, recreation, medical

and social, service components. For this reason

facilities should be at least 15 beds to,support

the'program costs. These facilities should be'

kept as small as possible, and certainly not

larger than 40-50 beds, The facilities should

be located near population centers, and assigned

regions based on a combination of travel,needs

and probable use rates,
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The number or adminsions 'to a secure facility

cannot predict bed space need without, some idea

of length of stay. In New York the average length

of stay in secure detention. is 13 days. In twine

areas within the state the length is an high an

30 days. SimpliStically, a 30 bed facility can

accommodate 360 admissions if they remain 30 days

each, 180 if they stay two months each, and 1,560

if they rems# one week, Maximum lengths of stay

should be statutorily Imposed to protect the child

and the system from neglect since detention facil-

ities are not designed to provide treatment,.

In areas when low use rates make the region

unmanageable, large' satellite holdover facilities

may also be useful,. The secure holdover,faellity

has a maximum length of stay of 48-72 hours an

a maximum capacity Hof three. It should wily be

Permitted in areas at least one and one-half hours

driving time from the regular secure detention

facility. The only requirements in addition to

adequate square footage are the Vlity to shower,

feed and supervise new admissions on a .24 -hbur

a day basis. No program is required because of

the short period of time youths are in lesidence.

These facilities need only F1:2 staffed when some- ita

one is admitted, and therefore the overall cost

is very low; The,"facility," two sleeping rooms,

an open "dayroom" and a bathroom all within a

secure perimeter are all, that are required, and

this space can be located imyirtually any type

building--preferably already government jowned.

The staff can be developed from volunteers in-

cluding police, probation officers,. social workers, I

college students, etc., who can be'listed and

called as necessary whenever a youth' is admitted,

Some areas may want to hire one full or part- .

time person to coordinate the list of volunteers,

and staff the facility the first eight hours, but



those types of decisions can only be made from

specific data base,

This com ination,oE insti'Otional'and holdover

secure cilities* allows every locality to have

access arcost effective secure detention on a

regional basis and eliminate the major excuse

for youths being placed in jails.'

An important concern in creating any facility,

btit especially secure detention facilities is

a wring apprOpriate use. The,agency that admin-

isters the facility should never be a law, enforce-

ient agency. This separation requires that the

adminikering.agency have a24-hour screening

and referral capability, bUt'fisures a "checks

and 'Calances" protection for both the system and

the children involved,

SECURE HOLDOVER FACILITIES: ,APPENDIX A

A secure holdover facility is des.gned to provide

.immediate access to secure facilities in creak

which cannot support an institutionally sized

secure detention facility. The maximum capacity

and lengt6 of stay are limited to such a degree

that no program is required, staff works only

part-time as needed and the facility can be

located in almost any type building, A 48-hour

holdover facility mainly serves local police

agencies. It provides police with a place to drop

off arrested youth pending court appearances. It

also permits the court. to avoid early morning and.

late night transportation. Children in court

late in the day,can be remanded to the holdoVer

overnight and transported to a regular detention

facility, in the morning. Similarly, children

due in court early in the morning could be brought

to the holdover from a regional facility the day

before.

Lk)

In New'Y'ork State, the Division for Youth's

Detention Regulations require:

(A) A holdover facility shall be established only

when an approved available secure detention facil-

it is located more ;Ilan one and.one-half hours

distant from the Family 'court under normal.travel

conditions.

(B) Children shall not be detained in a holdover

'facility in excess,of'48 hours except that a

youth may be detained ivsuch facility r up to

72 hours in the case of.holidays or court recess.

(C) Cap City of a holdover facility shall not

exceed hree children.
.

(D) holdover facility shall be located in a

e-resistant'building, have at least one

individual sleeping room, a separate area for

recreation, waiting, interviewing or visiting,,

a bathroom (to include a.toilet, sink and shower)

with hot and cold running water. Outside com-

ounicatiogs, such aS 24-hour telephone service,

shall be available,
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(E) Each Mility,shhl provide for dining

and make provisions to serve snacks or meals to

newly admitted children, and for regular meals..

(F)' When /a holdover facility is located in an,

institution caring for other people, detained

children shall be kept in separate, quarters out

of sight and hearing of such other people.

(G) Prvision shall be made for 24-hour awake,

on-duty supervision when children are detained

in a holdover facility. A woman shall be on duty

whenever a female child is 'detained. Personnel

shall be drawn from;a panel ofvpersons who have



personal characteristics and experience appro-

priate for work with children who'may be distUrbed

or angry after apprehension for violation of law

and removal from home, /

(H) Only'children of the same sex may sleep in

the same room.

(I). There may be no more than two'children sleep-

ing in each bedroom.

Such minimal requiretents are only possible be -.

cause of the limited length of stay and capacities,

Other Detention Regulations require that sleeping,

rooms shall contain 80 'square feet for single rooms,

60 square feet per, child in doliblerooms and

no more, than three children per room (180 square

feet), We recommend at least two sleeping rooms

of, at least 80 square feet and 120 square feet.

This provides for co-ed separation or other

special prOblems without restricting the three

bed Capacity.
I.

Food can be provided in a number of ways depending

on the expected rate of use. However, with 'the

proliferation of frozen meals, such minimum .

arrangements as a toaster oven and refrigerator

freezer would be acceptable in many instances.

Because of the limited program space required,

the facility could be located almost anywhere.

For economic reasons, it is preferable to locate

in part of a building that has other occupants

and is owned by the municipality/county planning

to operate the facility. This generally means '

no increase in expenses to the operating county,

assuming central heat and other utilities. The

one prohibition should be against Q.ocating in a

police station or other public safety building.

Despite segregated facilities it is diffidult to

1
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maintain separate admisgions procedures, guide-

lines and regulations when the program is located

in the same building as the local adult jail or

lockup. 1

Staffing is an important consideration, from both

an economic and programmatic point of view. The

staff only required when a child, is detained,

and then, usually,.for short eriods of time.

There'fore, rather than hiring full-time staff,

part-time hourly workers should be utilized to

minimize expenses. In an area of regular use,

one full-time person may be required to maintain

a list of hourly workers, and provide coverage for

the first eight hours while arranging continued

coverage when necessary. In areas with less

regular. use, local professionals (probation

officers, caseworkers, etc.) can be called.on to

\coordinate, while the 'hourly workers could be

child care professionals, students, local con-

cerned citizens, etc. The quality ofthe staff

is very important, and they should be chosen

with great care. In a small locked facility, the

differentiating factor between juVenile detention

and a jail is the atmosphere and movement of youth

within the facility. Since there is no program

per se, the atmosphere is totally dependent on

the single individual working with the youth.

With inadequate staff the youth(s) would most

likely remain in the separated sleeping rooms a

large percentage of the time. With concerned

well trained staff the youth would be free to

move about within the secure perimeter and would

only be in the sleeping rooms to sleep and then

would not.have to be locked in. Hopefully the

staff would be oriented toward crisis interven-

tions, counseling, play therapy, etc,, and would

be able to occupy the detained youth's time as

constructively as possible in such minimum space.



There is the real danger that the facility could

be abused. Care should be taken to insure that

tie facility is not a kid's jail, that there are

checks and balances on its operation, and that

adequate back-up exists so that children do no

remain in the,programless facility more than the

maximum 48-72 hours.,

Jerry b'Kopke

Polk County Juvenile Home

Des Moines, Iowa

.111-111111111

'Efforts to remove children from adult jails and

lockups historically have focused on developing.

alternatives that , closely approximate those same

jails and lockups., oBy limiting populations to

children, by renaming the facilities, and by

promoting varying degrees of educational/recrea-

tional/tregmeht programming, we have satisfied

ourselves that the problem has been solved.

Unfortunat0y, the dangers of juveniles in jails

are not alleviated by the development of juvenile

jails. The experience of secure juvenile deten-

tion had been tyPified by programs which are

.underfunded,' understaffed, overpopulated, over-

utilized, and generally subject to a host of

crisis situations freqdently described ap dis-

turbances, or riots depending on orientation.

If, we are to be successful in removing children

from jail, a number of contingencies must be

established and maintained: .

I. Availability pf Alternatives

Nothing promotes the actual incidence of secure

custody as the availability of juvenile detention.

Nonsecure alternatives such as in-home super-

vision, effective probation, foster family care,

and shelter care, have been shown to be viable

alternatives to secure detention. The presence

of a secup detention program can only be justi-

fied when network of nonsgcure alternatives is

also present and utilized,

Identification of Specific Agency Goals

Althodgh the identificatio of specific ggals and

objectives for a detention program may appear so

obvious as not deserving of mention, there are

numerous instances in which the purpose (goal) of

the detention program can be described only as

"being all things to all cpople--temporarily."

Critical issues requiring specification (and'

adherence) include: 1) admission/release criteria;

2) service responsibilities for referring agencies;

andl) criteria for program serviced ptovided to

those detained.

III. Arran ement of dvocac Contin encies

In order to insure tha detention is used appro-
,

priately, systems m4kt .e established to review

the practice of deteliti9. Regardless of the

personal qualities of the detention administrator,

reliance on good thoughts and trust is insuffi-

-ciente The development of contingencies that

serve to continually review and question deten-

tion practices'is necessary to insure the limited

and appropriate use of securOetention. Examples

of contingencies that promote advocacy'include:



1) administrative independence from law enforce-
ment, probation, or the court (it is difficult
to take a hard stance on admissions when your
boss is the one referring); 2)*a stable funding

me,:hanismthat is not based on per diem (why push
to restrict admissions or release quickly if your
budget requires a full house); 3) outside review
by multiple agencies and citizens' committees;
and 4) DON'T DEVELOP TREATMENT PROGRAMS. After
adjudicati-Oh other agencies should be involved.

. If detention, offers not only interim care and
diagnostic services but dispositionartreatment
services many more youth will be detained - -and
detained longer.

IV. Establishment of Management Information
Systems

The existence of internal planning and monitoring
.systems can greatly affect both the practice and
quality of'secure detention. The development of
a management irciormation system (MIS) should
serve to promote accountability by structuring a
routine ,flow of information.. Steps to beTtaken
to facilitate an effective MIS system inclUde:
1) development' of MBO system for integrated'
p)anning; 2) promote a participatory system for
program development and review (involve both
youth and staff); 3) keep copious records and
make decisions on the basis of data rather than
opinion; 4) continually evaluate t e use of
rewards and consequences (perhaps he best indi-
caors of program success); 5) use any and all
available expert4e--seek out the asistance of
universities, consultants, 'a d the literature;
6) disseminate the informatio obtained.
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The program for the National Symposium on Children

in Jails was arranged so that thd mornings were

used for program sessions,to disseminate informa-

tion on the problem of children housed in adult

jails; methods tc change public policy to remove

them, including advocacy, monitoring and public

education; and examples of programs which provide

alternetives to jail for juveniles.

During the afternoon sessions, the participants

divided into groups by states or regions, examined

the problem in their area, and developed plans to

remedy'the problem.

Since the p,rticipants came 'from 41 states,.there

was, of course, unequal representation from the

different ,states, Some states had only a 'few

people, many had about ten and Minnesota and

Colorado had 20 and 45 respectively at their

meetings. Some grOit were made up priMarily of

policy makers, others of practitioners, Because.

of these varying perspectives, the plans developed

by the states/regions,obviously varied considerably.

.

Some state groups' agreed eb work to form a state

jail coalition, others to work at the local level.

Some groups are taking specific actions on.specific

dates, others focused fortwo-dayS4on defining the

problem in their area. Some viewed the problem

as the serious offender, others felt the major

issue in their jurisdiction was the status offender.

A nuMber'of concerns.or needs for further infor-

, oration came up in group ate group; Somiof

these common issues are: the need for data on

the extent of the problem; the need to locate in

each community what their alternatives are and to

assess the quality of the alternatives; the need'''.

to develop a way to transfer funds from npe system

to another when juveniles are removed from jail"

and placed in the Social services `system; a 1,,,Lio

that the varying federal agencies that, deal with

juveniles would use the 'same definition of what

a juvenile is.
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Philosophical issues that ran through all the

workshops and discussions were: Is the problem

juveniles in jails or the inappropriate detention

of juveniles? Concern that more juvenile facil-

ities not be built as a result of removing juve-

niles from jail. The desire'to develop alter-

natiT to, jail, that do not involve more youths

being held in detention, or , becoming involved in

the juvenile' justice system. The need to. work on

the deinstitutionalization of status offenders.

How do we deal with the problem of juveniles

waived to adult court? We need to face the issue,

of what care we recommend for violent juvniles.

The conference was a beginning, but only the

beginning. A wide variety of people lookecl,&t

the problem together. They spelled out, the9rob-

lem in, their local area, and, many of them went on



to tackle the difficult issue of what they would

do about it. Following this, are the plans.devel-

oped by each of the state groups and the contact

person for the state, so that others may join those

who were at the conference and work together bn

the problem in their state,

SUMMARY OF STATE STRATEGY SESSIONS

ARKANSAS

Goal

The goal is .the removal of children from adult

jails. To accomplish this effort we must:

-- Dispel the myths regarding the jailing of

children.

a) develop factual informatiOn for state-

wide distribution;

b) develop and implement mechanisms for

all levels of (ommunities to become

0 involvedin attitude changes regarding

the jailing of children,

-- Develop a statewide network of alternatives

for children,

a) review existing programs to expand the

coordinate services;

b) develop funding sources for rural

areas; P

t), develop "networking" so that rural

areas can share existing services.

-- Enact legislation to remove children from

jails,

a) seek legislative definitions.and.cri-

teria f6r detention of juveniles;

b) establish uniform professional court

services.
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Date of next meeting: mid-April.

Contact perdon: Faustine Demmings, 501/536-8113.

CANADA (British Columbia)

In Canada,

Each' province sets own age limit on juveniles.

In British Columbia it is 17.

British Columbia has a population of 2.5 million;

90 juveniles in placement: 30 in' two medium/

maximum security facilities; 60 in two camp facil-

ities, one of which is co-ed; and has a strong

advisory board on which citizens outnumber correc-

tional personnel. There are 30 in two remand

(pre-disposition) centers.

In the Juvenile Delinquent Act there is a provi-

sion for 14-17 year olds to go into the adult

system. This has occurred perhaps five times in

the last three years. .

Progress:

Strong public service unions which are

concerned about quality of care. There

is an inspection and standards division

in the Province.

b) The Province has assumed responsibility

for pOlice, probation, courts, remand,

containment. All personnel except police

are appointed.

Contas person: Gordon Mabbett

Phone umber: 604/338-5033



COLORADO

The problems as seen by the Colorado group were:'

a).children in adult jails;

b) deinstitutionalization of status offenders;

c) inappropriate sec ire detention (no crime).

The task of the group was to:

a) identify the key actors and groups;

b) develop contacts with the key actors and

groups;

c) enlist assistance of the key actors and

groups.

4 future meeting for the Colorado attendees was

4 het and the goals for the meeting'are:

a) addressing the groups' problem statement;

. b) identifying key actors;

c) development of strategies;

d) assign task and responsibilities to group

members.

Date of next meetig: April 25.

Contact persons: Jim Oleson, Norma Edelman, Lee

Steele, Chuck Gavin, Deborah Brincivalli.

Phone number: 303/356-4000 (Lee Steele).

FLORIDA

Goal

Remove children from adult jails.

The Strategy
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a) Change attitudes through public education.

b) Change agency policies regarding the

movement of children from detention to

jail.
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c) Increase the availability of legal counsel

for children.

d) Improve training for all those involved

in the juvenile justice system.

e) Monitor detention practices.

f) Develop enforeement mechanisms 'for jails

and detention facilities.

g),Develop legislative changes to prevent

children in jails. ,

Date of next meeting:. April.

',Contact person.: Mark Ezell

Phone number:. 904/224-9443

ILLINOIS

An in-depth assessment of the dimensions of the

problem of children in jails as needed:

a) existing data must be validated;

b) the Pool of information on the problem

must be enlarged;

c) the data must be gathered by the State

Planning Agency.

A public education, program is needed utilizing

data gathered regarding:"

a) dissemination of the data to the judiciary,

the legislative, and community-based

agencies;

b), community organizations must monitor the

system and condd& public workshops on all

collected results.

,C,ontac,t Person: Don Jensen

Phone pximbef: ,312/263-1901

u.



IOWA

The objective is citizen ethication on the problem

of children 1; jails.

The target 'groups are:

,,a) law enforcement agencies;

b) probation and parole departments;

c), general public.

Specific strategy. should be developed tol. education:

a) education at conferences of law enforcement

and probation and parole organizations;

b) public education--flyers and other printed

material should be,developed and distributed

via:

1) churdes;

2) public utilities;

,37 private, business,

Date of next'meeting: May 15,

Contact person: Carmen Janssen

Phone number: 515/281-3241

KENTUCKY

Problems

The Kentucky group defined some of the problems

\in their state. Among these are:,

a) attitudes of people toward the problem of

juveniles in jail;

b) people power (lack of);

c) over-dependency on, state agencies (lack

of confidence in what locals can do)

d) lack of information on local level.
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Some of the needs identified in the state were

for:

a) community organizers;

,/b) training and public education programs.

Contact perSon: Terry Lee Andrews

Phone number: 502/564-3251

LOUISIANA

Goals

The Louisiana group spelled out six gpali for

their state:

1) Provide viable alternatives for juvr Lies

waived to criminal court,.

2) Enact legisiption to remove juveniles

from adult jails.

3) Establish a statewide network of alter-

natives to jails.

4) Dispel the myths around jailing of children.

5) Develop funding sources and alternatives

to secure detention.

6) Develop a strategy to involve the Governor

in a leadership role.

Date of next meeting: last 'Tuesday in April.

Contact person: Linda Harris

Telephone number: 504/92.5 -4432



MAINE

Goals:

Reduce the number of children detained in adult

jails.

a) Develop a composite profile of the number

in detention.

b) Determine which children to adult jails

as a result of backup, in the state's single

juvenile facility.

c) Determine which children go into detention

and then into community follow-up programs

and why.

d) Adopt procedural and enforcement criteria

for detention.

e) Develop a coalition to work on these issues.

f) Establish alternatives to detention, Le.,

shelter care and treatment services in

the community.

g) Monitor existing services.

Contact person:, Mary O'Connell

Phone number: 207/289-3361

MARYLAND

Research is needed in county and city jails and

state prisons about:

a) number of juveniles incarcerated;

.b) services available;

1) education,

2) social services,

3) psychological services,

4) job-related services,

c) minority'status;

d) offenses of juveniles.

Revise existing legislation and existing alter-

natives, and review all national surveys about

similar problems of waived juveniles.
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Develop a public education campaign to include:

a) position papers;

b) slide shows utilizing incarcerated, juve-

niles;

c) develop alliance between Maryland citizen

groups and current Maryland state govern-

ment task force on criminal justice..,

to reduce juvenile detention;

d) interact education campaign with state

juvenile services and existing LEAA

grants;

e) involve judges;

f) develop a speakers bureau;

g) develop a mass media plan:

1) radio,

2) television,

3) public service program.

Develop a formal coalition of interested groups.

Develop alternatives:

a) small ppgrams around state;

b) community service as'an alternative to

incarceration;

c) nonresidential intensive group counseling;

d) intensive community supervision.

Contact person: Bob Harrington

Phpne number: 301/388-7255

MASSACHUSETTS

Goals:

a) Eliminate circumvention of present law

(i.e., detention in state hospital).

b) Dejtlop capacity for all juveniles within

the Massachusetts juyenile system, accord-

ing to the recommendktion of the Task

Force on Secure Facilities.
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c) Improve the quality of service for juve-

niles:

1:

1) finalize nd enforce accountability

'criteria n admissions and on quality

of servi e for both,public and private

residential and nonresidential care;

2) develop a monitoring capacity in both

DYS and Mental Health.

d) Develop a coalition on this issue around

the State Advisory Group,

Contact person: Betsy'Pattullo

Phone number: 617/367 -2880

MINNESOTA

'The goal of the group is to remove children from

adult jails and develop alternatives'cWhere needed.

There are the following problems: !

a) lack of data on children in,3ails;

b) the law allows children to be'placed in

jail;

c) lack of objective intake criteria in

jails;

d) dealing with families;

e) transportation;

f) public opinion.

Action objectives are:

a) chaige the law;

b) develop alternatives

c) emergency foster homes;

d) transfer to nearby juvenile centers;

e) spend money to accomplish;

f) recreate the Children while in jail. Use

money as a bargaining tool,

g) monitoring.
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To implement these objectives, a state jail coali-

tion is needed. A Minnesota jail coalition will

be developed to work on these issues.

Next meeting date: April 29:

Contact person: Rosemary Ahmann

Phone number: 507/285-8115

MISSISSIPPI

Coals

Remove children from ails by p1985,

a) Educate public, legislators and public

officials on the problem as it exists.

b) Analyze current problem of existing or

nonexistent alternatives and make this

data part of educational campaign.

,c) Establish statewide network of alternatives.

Strategy Statement

a) Gather complete data on number of juve-

niles in jails, impact, characteristics

and alternatives.

b) Identify target individuals and groups

that could effectively disseminate infor-

mation. Thoroughly explain information

and how it can be disturbed.

c) Support and build a' coalition,

1) Using coalition, develop plan for

alternatives.

2) Enact standards, legislation, enforce-

ment, funding

3) Develop and

funding

a model program.
ti

Next meeting date: April 16

Contact person: Herbert Te ry

Phone number: 601/354-4111



NEW JERSEY
/,r

Goals

a) DecApse number of children in secure

detention (30-40 percent could be removed

+immediately).

b) Change state Supreme Court administrative

rules to give judges a placement option

for:

1) those who are waived to adult court--

presently ages 14-17;

2) those now transferred at age 18 to

adult court;

3) develop alternatives;

4) increase quality of care.

Strategy. Statements

a) Develop composite profile of those now in

juvenile secure detention.

b) Adopt tighter detention criteria with more

objective language.,

c) Convince judges to place delinquents to

shAters.

d) Establish pilot models for home detention.

e) Strengthen enforcement powers of existing

standards is currently available.

Contact person: 'Joe DeJames

Phone number: 609/984-6539

NEW YORK

Goals

1) Effect statutory change for 16 and 17 year olds

now in adult system.

Strategy: Develop the data base demographics

needed (in 1976 there were 150 kids'in one up7.

state city lockup).

2) Reduce the number in secure detention in juve-

nile facilities.

Strategies

a), Develop specific ,detention criteria which

specifies measurement of likelihood to

appear, petition processes, jurisdiction,

etc.

b) Expand the DFY/DOCS Task Force exploring

present and needed options for placement

in juvenile detention where space is

available.

c) Increase alternatives across the continuum

except in secure detention.

d) Put out request for proposals for innova-

tive programs for older adolescent4 (14- )

18 age group). Funding can be accomplished

under present arrangements such as per '

diem,

3 Upgrade quality of care beyond minimum standards

strategy: provide technical assistance, training,

informal enforcement techniques.

4) 'Building a statewide strategy on this issue

using existing coalition and planning boards.
4:

Contact persons: Michael F. Bigley (518/473-4630),

Ronald Johnson (212/374-2148), Virginia Mackey

(716/232-6446)



NORTH DAKOTA

Goal

L

2) Legislation to set up independent intake offi-

cers to make 'detention decisions.

Remove status offenders from jails and lockups. 3) Adequate funding.

Strategy
4) Develop guidelines (uniform) for d tention.

Develop, a mandate from the Juvenile SuperVisors
5) Statewide public education systdm.

Association to send a delegate to the advisory

committee for the Social Service board, Request Obstacles

resource development as an alternative.

1) Poor communication system--see

Contact person: Rod O'Connor

Phone number: 202/783-5113 2) Present Legislative set-up.

3) Desire of workers to "get the job done"--lack

SOUTH CAROLINA of empathy.

Problems
4) Poor training; education as to ne s o

children.

1) Lack of viable alternatives to detention.

5) Apathy on part of public.

2) Wrong intake decision maker for detention.

6) Poor education system and notablished public

3) Lack of effective state agencies dealing with education program.

children.

4) Lack of criteria for detention.

5) Lack of public awareness as to classification

7) Funding and poor use of existing resources.

Contact person,: Donny Barker

Phone number: 803/524-6411

of status offenders. VERMONT

6) Lack of community Support for alternatives to

incarceration.

Needs

1) Develop and distribute statewide alternatives

to detention.

1
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Vermont has strict criteria far placement of juve-

niles in secure detention. This is a well-known

program and the average stay in under three days.

The state has a wide range of placement options

for juveniles, and they are rapidly moved out of

secure detention and into less restrictive place-

ments where appropriate.



The problem in Vermont, and our target, is the

juveniles serving time in the 22 state jails.

'Mere are, several possible approaches to the

problem:

?) The corrections department, could separate

those under 18 from the adults or place them

in other secure facilities, This does not

seem to be a likely, possibility.

2) The law could be changed so that mixing juve-

niles'and adults is prohibited by law, Bill

H301 haS'passed the House and is in the Senate

Judiciary Committee, 'We will continue to push

for this bill,

3) The state advisory gfoup will serve as the

organizer of a support group for this issue,

Contact persons: Gloria Gill (802/863-2540),

Diane Mott (802/775-3346), Jack Pransky (802/

828-2351).

VIRGINIA

Virginia has a variety of problems in removing

juveniles from adult jails, Many jurisdictions

do not have sufficient alternatives to jail for

pretrial and convicted juvenile offenders, Some

jurisdictipns do not Kaye adequate transportation

to alternative fact ities even if they are avail-

able. The Code of. irginia allows for the jailing

of juveniles. The attitude of many juvenile

justice professio is supports the selective

jailing of youths The sanctions for illegally

Jailing youth have not been used. Improving the

inspection'of local jails and jail operating stan-

dards will also need to be done.

19)
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Goal

Remove juveniles from adult jails,

a) Develop alternative placements.

b) A need assessment (statewide) is needed

which would analyze:

1) community public, relation;

2) prograM. development;

3) funding sources;

4) transportation.

Public *cation and training for people in the

'juvenile justice system is needed.

A

Administrati?le procedures and policies should be

analyzed and appropriate changes should be recom-

mended to communities, agencies, and to the

legislature.

A statewide coalition is strongly needed to effect

positive change on the problem of juveniles in

adult jails.

Next meeting date: April 28,

Contact person: Ron Collier,

Phone number: 804/281-9276

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Goals

1) Decrease the number of juveniles in secure

detention. Strategies:

a) Develop a client tracking system which

includes those referred to mental health

services and/or facilities.

b) Evaluate detention, criteria both in statute

and in administrative guidelines.



c) Compile data on out-of-District placements.

d) Develop pre-adjudication community -based

alternatives.

2) Change statutory and administrative guidelines

to provide placement options in the juvenile

system for the approximately 20 'children per

year now waived to the adult system.

3) Strengthen enforcement powers and develop stan-

dards of care in both public and private

agencies.

4) Broaden the D.C. Coalition for Youth to include

parents and citizens.

Contact persons: Shirley Wilson (202-727-6554),

Lindsay Hayes (202/659-4156)

WISCONSIN

Summary Statement ,r

Increase public understanding about the misuse of

jails, for juveniles; turn the tide on the reaction-

ary backlash to the revised Children's Code- -

especially with regard to the jailing of truants;

increase legislative education; increase litigation

(conditions concerning confinement); and probably

work to enact legislation prohibiting jailing of

,kids.

The'Youth Policy and Law Center will hold in-

service training Involving, among others, the

SPA's. They will continue to work on jails and

publish information on this issue.

Contact person: Dee Goodman

Phone number: 608-263-5533

NATIVE AMERICANS

The workshop on Native American problems contained

about 15 participants and was held on March 25,

1980. A number of issues surfaced from the round-

table discussion and many of the participants were

able to provide direct information or sources of

information to assist some of the, other partici-

pants in dealing with their specific problems.

'One interesting highlight of the discussion was

the fact that many participants were concerned

over the possibility of LEAA not being funded,

Apparently LEAA has assistcd in the development of

a number of innovative programs on the reservations.

It was also felt that, there is a strong need to

develop and fund new programs in the criminal,

,
justice area because of the many special problems

faced by Native Americans.

It was pointed out that criminal justice problems

are not necessarily of a high priority in an

environment, where individUals must be concerned

about ,their ability to survive. For instance,

housing and unemployment are problems ofImuch

greater proportions for a Native American com-

munity than is inadequate or inappropriate jail

conditions.' Legally, however, there are many

problems faced by American Indians particularly

'in regards to reservations. There are often'

jurisdictional problems between the reservation

courts and the local court systems. The breaking

of laws on or off the reservation would bring the

Native Americans either into contact with local

courts, reservation courts or federal courts. A

Native American sentenced for what would usually

be a violation of state law will end up being a

violation of federal law and therefore result in

that person being placed a federal facility

often hundreds or lhousa s of ,miles away from the

reservation. abis is a part lar problem with
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youthful offenders, A Minnesota reservation

Indian may find himself being placed in a California

federal`" correctional facility.

In addition to the above, problems are even more

complex and complicated if the reservation decides

to "retrocede" and in essence become an independent

nation. This often has the effect of aggravating'

bad feelings ,,from the surrounding coMmunities

(i.e., since those on the reservation do not pay

taxes many of the locals feel they ,should not be

able to receive local or federal Services). The

reservation if it choOsesto retrocede ends up

ihaving to provide all of its own services such as

fire protection, policy protection, social services,

medical and mental health services, etc. Sometimes,

)this causes many difficulties. For instance, one

.
reservation in Colorado contracts for its police

I services from a neighboring white community.

There historically had already existed "bad

feelings" between the community and the reservation,

nd the police protection (lack of it or over-

zealous reactions) only tend to aggravate this

problem. One particular reflection of this is

the fact that the police can holdNative'American':,

youngsters in their local jail on simply'a "'hold

order" for up to 75 hours. No other kinds of

charges need to be filed.
',,

The issues involved with the problems mentioned

above are complex and require a great deal more'.

study and attention. In particular, the issues

.'
revolving around the use and abuse of jails for

Native Americans needs to be more fully explored.

Contact Person: Don Jensen

Phone Number: (312) 263-1901

WHAT CAN AN INDIVIDUAL DO TO JUVENILES

NIROM JAIL?

1) Visit the jail and see who is there.

2) Talk to your judges about where they place

juveniles.

3) Talk to your state and federal.legislators.

Convince them of the need for change.

4) Locate a local citizen's advisory/planning

group and join them.

r'

5) Find someone to( discuss your ideas with. From

this build a network for change.

6) For a citizen's advisory/planning group.

7) Talk to the parents bf the kids in jail':

8). Do research--on the number of kids in jail,'

the offenses, length of time in jail, etc.

9) Look at the intake criteria at the jail.

a group t ihat is interested in this area- -

of Women Voters, etc.
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11) Astc your cal elected officials to visit the

the.jJ11. Ask them what their position on

juveniles in jail is.

12) Write letters to the editor of your paper.

Write articles or press releases for your

paper.

13) Put an article in,your church or organization's

newsletter.
I
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14) Show films on this issue to community groups.

15) Speak before community/church groups on this
issue.

16) Ask the youth services department Weat their
position on this is.

17) Develop an Alston Wilkes-or OAR-type program
in your area.

18) Make it difficult to take kids to jail., For
example, develop forms, procedures, etc.,
that must be gone through before a juvenile
may be processed into. jail..

19) Call the resource people from the conference
and your facilitators for help and advice.
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.11 Closing Remarks

Judith Johnson

National Coalition for Jail Reform

"Don't any grownups love kids?" the child asked

Parker Evan.

Clearly not true.

It's been a long time since I've seen such a com-

mitted, hard working group of people as you--

shOwing just how many people are determined to

,prove otherwise. Your dedication shows in the

questioning, prodding, challenging you've done2,

hour after hour. You came here from 41 states

and Canada. Colorado, our host state had the

largest group--45 people who worked enormously

hatd at spelling out the problems in their state.

You represent probation officers, elected of-

ficials, aPternative programs, sheriffs, commu-

nity organizers, judges, citizen groups and

dozens of other organizations. You are an

enormously diverse group--which is why, perhaps,

your thinking was so creative and productive.

1 1.)

-L U Q
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Together we've looked at the problem from many

sides--legislation, regulations, judicial, liti-

gation, advocacy, public education, monitoring--

and noted that jail is not the only problem.

The overuse of detention is a common thread among

you'all and as John Buckley said,' "The debate

should be over the ten percent who are serious

offenders and not over the other'nicety percent

that we detain."

Conferences can be rejuvenatin

some of that.

And there was

A ,community activist, "I was burnt o t. I came

here and got recharged."

A probation officer, "I have renewed aith in the

possibility of hat, can be done."

Butthis afternoon we go back home and tomorrow

we'll be faced again with the same problems we

left. Plus, we'll have post-conference letdown.

So what will we do next Monday?

Ira Schwartz saYs,,"It's time for change. It is

here. It is now."

John Buckley concurs, "Good ideas need not know

a political time. What is needed is people who--

believe."

And I say, the change has begun, You are the

difference. And you hpe taken the first steps.

only local, people lock up kids and only local

people can change thiS. The Community Research

Forum, OJJDP, the Jail Coalition- -all of us can'

help--but only.you can make the difference.
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Anotherquote,

This is the first conference where I've been

asked to do something.

"It's exciting 0 be.at a pNct-oriented con-

ference."

This was an action oriented-conference--aimed at

discovering what o'ur problems are, what could be

done about them and what WOULD be done. 'As th

any meeting, some came for action, some to lea

some to make connections and some to discuss the

Problem. Many different results came out.. There

was no right way, Many more actions came out 'of

the conference than I expected,

A jail manager decided to refuse to accept any-

more kids in' his jail--as of tomorrow. Many set

specific dates for the next meeting or the next

action, as a way of spurring themselves on and

avoiding post-conference letdown,

North Dakota will meet again May 1 with a larger

group. On April 25, the Colorado group will meet

again to discuss deinstitutionalization,of'status

offenders, juveniles in jail and inappropriate

use of secure detention. Virginia, Maryland, and

Mississippi have each agreed to meet again on a

specific date. loWins have decided to have a

$conference before August to educate the law

enforcement and 'probation officers on the problem.

Each, person in.the group also agreed to educate

a specific organization about,the problem and

meet again before July, One person will educate

the judges, another the'community agencies, and

a third the community organizations. .A person in

another state has decided.to talk to his judge'

about where his county places juveniles. Another

person is going to visit the jail, and see what

the intake criteria are, and what procedures are

used when a juvenile is brought to jail, Another

has decided to,show films and give talks to com-

munity groups on the problem of juveniles in jail.

The list of actions is as broad as is the diver-

sity of this group. Some will begin to form

coalitions, others educate the public, and others

work with the legislature. Some will work within

their agencies and others will take a first look

at their jail.

I'hope you will keep in touch with the Jail

Coalition--and through us, with each other. We

will send you a summary of all the state action

plans as soon as possible and will call you

occasionally to see how you are doing, and offer

help and support if you need itlj Let us know

what you need, and we'll see if can locate it

for you, If you would like more of either of

these brochures, let me know. Don't hesitate to

ball the facilitators, planning committee, panel -

ists, and other participants with questions or

just to sound off. We must keep our newly formed

network alive.

un behalf of all of us, I'd like to thank the

Community Research Forum, the planning committee,

OJJDP, the panelists, moderators, facilitators,

and all of you.

And I'd like to close the conference with a few

memories,

John Buckley, "It's never the right time for

change."

Barbara Fruchter with papers piled in front of

her, "My husband wanted dinner, and 'I kept serving



up Juvenile Justice."

Tom Colosi, "A coalition is a win/win'situation."

Ken Wooden--"Kids don't have lobbyists."

Kay Harris-7"We shodld clone Parker Evatt."

Ginny Mackey -- "This work is like an infection.
Some have a natural immunity and others become
infected. In some it becomes serious. In this

group the disease is terminal."

What .a delight to'work with a group of people who
have a terminal case of love for kids and the
determination to change things.

You are fantastic, people. Keep up your energy'
level, be supportive of each other, and wetM.
GET THOSE KIDS OUT OF JAIL.
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1 #) National Coalition

LA" foi Jail Reform

The National Coalition is made up of 32 national,

groups that represent interests as diverse as the

National Association of Counties, the National

Sheriffs'Association, the American Civil

Liberties Union, the American Correctional !Assoc-

ciation, and National Center for State Courts. B)

pooling the knowledge and experience of its

members; this unusual coalition is helping com-

munities find solutions to major jail problems.

These 32 organizations, which are involved with

jails; all agree on the problems of jails. The

members of the Coalition agree that the first

step in reforming the jails:islo remove people

who .do not belong there, such as public in-

ebriates,, the mentally ill or'retarded, and

juveniles. The National Coalition for Jail

Reform endorses the goal that no juvenile should'

be held in an adult jail,

The National, Coalition for Jail Reform can:

1. Provide you with our coalition'model'and

experience, if you decide to develop a coalition

to work on this issue. We can show you what has
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worked for us and what have been the pitfalls- -

and help you avoid the latter.

2. We can help you tap into the local resources

of 32 organizations and identify for you sym-

pathetic representatives of these organizations

in your area.

3. Through the contacts of 32 national organi-

zations, we can help you locate what,help, infor-

mation, data, or funding sources are available on

the national level.

4. We can join with you in calling for action in

your state. Because we ARE national, it may

help to give you more credibility in'your state

to quote Us or have a joint press conference.

5. Because we are in Washington, D.C., and the

Washington representatives of these organiza-

tions closely follow congressional actions, we

can help you identify sympathetic people in

congress who might support your stateefforts.

6. Because we have a network across the country, .

we can help you locate people'and programs that

could be of assistance. We could tell you of

things that have worked elsewhere or why things

have failed.

7. We are developing materials on coalition

building, a "How to Look at Your Jail" manual

and brochures for public education: We have one

on "Juveniles in Jail Fact and Fiction"'which .

you may distribute.

8. We represent 32 philosophies, 32 approaches

to the problem of jail and 1411D ends up there.

We can help you see the problem on the local



level from many points of view.

We care about what you're doing:andwe offer you
our support and help when you get discouraged.
And.we want to learn from you too and pass your
information on to others. Let us know what you
are doing and'whatyou need and we will try and
locate help for you and pass on what each of you
does, to the rest of you. Together we'll learn
what works and together-we'll build a local net-
work for, support and for action.

For further information contact: Judith JOhnson,
Executive Director, National Coalition for Jail
Reform, 1333 New Hampshire Ave, NW Suite 502,
Washington, D.C. 20036 (202/296-8630).
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Community Research
Forum

The Community Research Forum is a resell) and

technicalassistance unit of the University of

Illinois which plans and proiotes improved

human services at the community and the neighbor-

hood level. The Community Research Forum (CRF)

provides these services to communities through-

out the nation, through grants from the Office

of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

and other state and federal sources, .

The CRF professional staff is drawn from law,

architecture, social, ork, urban and rural

planning, public administration, communications,'

sociology, and computer science. Through its

affiliation with the University, CRF utilizes

the vast resources of the academic staff and

'student body, the, numerous library collections,

and other highly specialized services available

at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-

paign.

The Community Research Forum has provided tech-

nical assistance to over 200 public and private

agencies at the state and local levels concern-

ing the removal of juveniles from adult jails
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and lockups. The approach' used by CRF staff

focuses on a total system planning process

designed to elicit citizen participation,

deVelop a sound data base for analyzing various

.policy options, and facilitate a flexible net-

work of alternative programs and services to

best meet the individual needs of each youth,

Statewir:t plaAing efforts have been conducted

in Oklgilor.T;, Louisiana, Michigan, Utah, and.

the Vi gin Islands,

Significant research activities have been

directed to he .issues concerning children in

jail and nclude several published documents.

-- JUVENT E SUICIDES IN ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS

This study analyzes the nationwide incidence

of juvenile suicides in county jails, munici-

pal lockups and separate juvenile detention

facilities. Telephone and personal inter-

views were used to identify predictive indi-

cators Of suicidal behavior as well as compae'

the rates of suicide and suicide attempts in

each of the three facility types.

--CENSUS OF ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS IN THE

UNITED STATES

This study involves a review of previous

state and federal surveys as well. as contact

with national'associations and state planning

agencies concerned with adult jails and lock-

ups, An inventory of facilities has been

prepared,on a state-by-state basis with

pertinent data concerning the detention of

juveniles.

--ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NATIONAL

STANDARDS DETENTION CRITERIA

This study survey of four jurisdictions to

assess the validity of the objective release/.



detention, criteria recommended by the National

Advisory Committee on Standards for the Admin-

istration of. Juvenile Justice. The goal of

the research was to determine the effective-

ness of these criteria in protecting the

public safety and the court process and mini-

mizing secure pretrial detention.

--COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF JUVENILE CODES

'This study systematically examined each of

the state juvenile codes to update the re-

search conducted by the National Assessment

of Juvenile Corrections in 1974. Particular

areas of focus were those areas of the code

which deal with deinstitutionalization of

status offenders, separation of juveniles

and adults, and monitoring of the juvenile

justice system.

--NATIONAL STUDENT DESIGN COMPETITION

This competition, which involved the partici-

pation of students at 25 colleges and uni-

versities focused on site selection tech-

niques, renovation options and construction

costs for small, open, community-based shel-

ter care programs for 8 to 12 residents.

Award-winning designs featuring program

and architectural development were presented

and displayed, at the 1979 National Youth

Workers Alliance Conference.

--NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Thisjrogram competitively selected law

students from across the country to work

with state legislative committees in five

states. The interns researched the juvenile

justice system in each state as it is pre-

scribed by statute, and interviewed state

and local officials to identify discrep-

ancies, An ensuing report to the legislative

committee focused on these discrepancies and

0

present options for monitoring the various

decision points in the system.

--FORUM ON DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION: SELECTED

READINGS ON CHILDREN IN JAIL

This document is a compilation of recent,

research dealing with the issues related to

children in adult jails. The publication

i

surve s the issue with articles on litiga-

tion, advocacy, and administrative policy.
1

--NATIONAL DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION RESEARCH

PROJECT

This study examined the status of deinstitu-

tionalization in 41 states and selected

federal agencies. The study was conducted

through an analysis of policy and procedures

at all levels of government and on-site sur-

veys of over 7700 juvenile detention and

correctional facilities.

A public education campaign ;Ls being conducted in

conjunction with the Ad Cou it to enhance pub-

lic awareness or the plight. of chiren in adult

jails and to enliSt citize help Weliminating

the practice oL jailing jAveniles. Significant

background research conducted at CRY included.an

examination of rural opinions and attitudes

concerning the jailing of juveniles, along with

a National Student Communications Competition in

the areas of journalism,radio and television,

and the graphic arts. The advertising campaign

will be conducted in early 1981 with distribu-

tion scheduled to over 6500 media outlets

nationwide,

For further information contact: Jim Brown,

Director, Community Research Forum, University

of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 505 East Green

Street, Suite 210, Champaign IL 61820, (217/333-

0443):
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13 Symposium Roster.

Registrants

MaryEllen Agolia

Corrections a14 Criminal

Rehabilitat'on Department

113 Washington Avenue

Santa Fe, NM : i1

505/827-5222, ext. 296

Mary Ahmann

University of Minnesota

515 Second Street SW

Rochester, MN 55901

507/288-9386

Cathy M.'` Alexander

Project Daybreak

1190 Winchester Parkway

#111

Smyrna, GA 30080

404/432-0671

iiancy Allen

ftildren's Rights Project

107 N. Pennsylvania, #300

Indianapolis, IN 46204

317/639-4151

Terry Lee Andrews

Department of Justice/FOSS

(SPA)

State Office Building Annex

2nd Flaor

Frankfort, KY 40601

502/564-3251

Barbara Applegate

1321 Morningside Circle

Savannah, TN 38372

615/925-4326

John Ashley

Department of Mental Health

160 N. Washington

Boston, MA 02114

617/727-9850

Kirby Awagain

Louisiana Commission on

Law Enforcement

18853 Wooddale'Blvd.

Suite 615

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

504/925-4432

a,

Alan Bally

Oregon Legal Services

2328 NW Everett Street

Portland, OR 97210

503/223-7502

Warren Baker

Long Beach Reach/Court

Liaison

26 W. Park Street

Long Beach, NY 11561

516/889-2332

Peggy N. Barnard

Chief Juvenile Justice

Planner--ALEPA

PO Box 368

Huntsville, AL 35804

205/539 7090

Kimberly L. Barnes

Youth Network Council

1123 W. Washington Blvd.

Chicago, IL 60607

312/226-1200



Roger Baron

59 Madrone

Woodacre, CA 94973

/(II

ed S. Baum rger

Department o Human Services

PO Box 25352

Oklahoma City, OK 73125

405/521-2856

avid Beran

amilton Co. Administrator's

Office

224 Hamilton County Court-

house

Cincinnati, OH 45202

513/632-8227

Leonard Berman

National Center on Institu-

tions and Alternatives

1337 22nd Street NW

Washington, DC" 20037

202/659-4156

Dee Bernhard

LEGIS 50--The Center for

Legislative Improvement

Criminal Jurisprudence

.Commission Staff

#115 State Capitol Bldg,

Oklahoma City, OK 73105

405/521-2871

Laurie Birnsteol

Kentucky Juvenile Justice

Committee

2800 Riedling Drive

Louisville, KY 40206

502/895-4745

Elizabeth Blackhawk'

Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska

Health Department

Winnebago, NB 57401

William Blore

Ward County Juvenile Court

Box 1741

Minot, ND 58701

701/852-2561'

Gaston Bouchatd

Centre D'Accueil Cartier

306 Blvd. Cartier

Laval, Quebec H7N-2J2

514/382-1060

Cheryl Bowyer

Oklahoma Crime Commission

3033 N. Walnut

Oklahoma City, OK 73105

405/521-2821

Bard Boyd

Atlanta Regional Commission

230 Peacktree Street NW

Suite 200

Atlanta, GA 30303
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Deborah Brincivalli

Regions 9 & 10 Criminal

Justice Planning

PO Box 2069

Montrose, CO 81401

303/249-8939

Dan Broughton

Department of Human

Services, Court Related .&

Community Services

PO Box 25352

Oklahoma City, OK 73125

405/521-2881

Barbara Brown

Pinal County Juvenile Court

PO BOx 1009

Florence, AZ 85232

602/868-5801, ext. 469

Linda Lee Brubaker

Colorado League of Women

Voters

1246 W. Mountain

Ft. Collins, CO 80521

303/493-2829

Robert/Burton

Vision .Quest

PO Box 12906

Tucson, AZ 85732

602/79572806
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Dennis Cahn.;

Warren County Sheriff's

Department

1000 Grove Street

VicksbUrg, MS 39180

601/636-1761

Dian Callaghan

Division of Criminal

Justice

1313 Sherman Street,

Room 419

Denver, CO 80203

303/839-3331

George Camp

Criminal Justice

Institute .

60 East 42nd Street

New York, NY 10017

212/697-5116

Marian Cerf

3940 E. Timrod, Apt, 222

Tucson, AZ 85711

602/795-8432

)

Greg Cherneff

Southeast Denver Youth

Services

100 Garfield Street

Denver, CO 80206

303/321-2171

15:

Ellen Christner

Youth Alternatives

'Program

8131/2 N. 3rd, PO Box 928

Effingham, IL 62401

217/342-2193

Melissa Clark

Department of Correction

304 State Office Building

Nashville, TN 37219

615/741-1067

,Ron Collier

Division of Justice and

Crime Prevention

8501 Mayland Drive

Richmond, VA 23229

804/281-9276

J. Brooks Cooper

417 Wisdom

Jackson, TN 38301

901/422 -1739

Ray Cummings

Hennepin County Court

Services

300 S, 6th Street

Room A-506

Minneapolis, MN 55487

612/348-3261
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Adrian Curtis

Office of Management and

Budget

Executive Office of the

President ,

726 Jackson Place NW

Washington, DC 20503

202/395-4563

James Dahl

Criminal Justice Institute,

Inc.

4004 East-West Highway

Chevy Chase, MD 20015

301/656 -7340

Michael Dana

Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention

633 Indiana Avenue NW

Washington, DC 20531

Jerri; Darling

Department of the Youth

Authority
(1,

e4241 Williamsbourgh Driv

Sacramento, CA 95823

916/322-2390

Lyn Davis

LEGIS 50--The Center for

Legislative Improvement

333 W. Colfax ,

Denver, CO 80204

303/825-1776



Faustine Demmings

Division of Youth Services

2505 W. 18th

Pine Bluff, AR 71603

501/536-8113

Jerry Dillon

Dillon Psychiatric Hospital

2525 E. 21st

Tulsa, OK 74114

918/7473448

0 Michael C. Donovan

Human Services Law Centre

145 N. High STreet

Columbus, OH 43215

614/464-0833

Elisabeth T. Dreyfuss

Street Law in CorreCtions

Program

Cleveland Marshall College

of LaW

18th & Euclid Ave.

Cleveland, OH 44115

216/687-2352

Norma Edelman

National Council of Jewish

Women, and Colorado Com-

mission on Children and

Families

662 S. Fulton Street

Denver, CO 80231

303/344-1616

rN

Betsy Edmunds

Juvenile Court Advocacy

Program

85 Devonshire Street

Boston, MA 02109

617/367-2880

Nancy Eisenbrandt

539 Inwood Drive

Nashville, TN 37211

615/741-3521

Liz Elmore-Meyers

LEGIS 50--The Center for

Legislative Improvement

Committee Joint Staff

Room 334-S, State Capitol

Jefferson City, MO 65101

314/751-4557

Gaston Fairey

Governor's Office

Division of Public Safety

1205 Pendleton Street

Columbia, SC 29201

803/758-8940

Vera L, Faulkner

JJC-Colorado/Colcrado PTSA

2501 Beech Court

Golden, CO 80401

303/237-0517

r.
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Arthur Fine

rows Network of Community

Youth Services

800 Walnut Street

405 Shops Building

Des MOines, IA 50309

515/244-0415

1David Fisher

Juvenile Supervisor,

Juvenile Court

Morton County Courthouse,

Mandan, ND 58554

701/663 -4228

Ben Flynn

CBS Television Network

51 W. 52nd Street

New York, NY 10019

Robert Francis

Texas Senate

Capital Building

Austin, TX 78750

512/475-2057

Robert Francis*

Texas Senate

Capitol Building

Austin, TX 78750

512/475-2057



Carol Frank,

Office of Regional, Pro-

vincial & State Child

Care Associations

Larry Grauberger

Division of Youth Services

Denver, CO

Sallie W. Harner'

Cincinnati/Hamilton County

Criminal Justice RPU

26 E. 6th Street, Room 506

1346 Connecticut Avenue 'NW Nancy Gray Cincinnati', OH 45202

#310 City of Fort Collins 50/621-9304'

Washington, DC 20036 PO Box 580

202/833-2850 Ft. Collins, CO 80522 Harry Harper

303/484-4220, ext. 701 Vision Quest/"

Chuck Gavin
3030 W. 38th Street

'Director, Detention Services Saedra Ohs Hahn Denver, CO

Denver, CO Washington County Community 303/455-0513

Corrections

Winston Gifford Courthouse Robert Harrington .

Ralston Purina Company Stillwater, MN 55082 Juvenile Services Admin.

Checkerboard Square 612/4393-220, ext. 150 201 W. Preston STreet

St. Louis, MO 63188

314/982-3234 Arvid Hammers

Baltimoq, MD 21201,

301/383-7255

Illinois Collaboration

Gloria Gil on Youth Linda Harris

Public Defender 3211/2 S. 6th Street Louisiana Commission'on Law

179, S. Winooski Avenue Springfield, IL 62708 Enforcement

Burlington, VT 05401 217/522-2663 1885 Wooddale Blvd., Room

802/863-2540
615

Argie Gomez

Gerald Hanson

Illinois Supreme Court

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

504/925-4432

Piml Co. Juvenile Probation Committee on Criminal Justice

4451/2 N. 3rd Street Programs Joan Havercroft

Coolidge, AZ 85228 Room 2001-30 N. Michigan Avenue Division of Youth Services

602/868-5801 Chicago, IL 60602 1355 N. 4th STreet

312/793-3858
Grand Junction, CO 81501

Dee Goodman
303/242-1521

Youth Policy and Law Center Milton C. Hanson

30 W. Mifflin

Madison, WI 53703

608/263-5533

Colorado Department of Social

Services

1575 Sherman Avenue

Denver, CO 80203

303/839-2731
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Lindsay M, Hayes

National Center:on Institu-

tions and Alternatives

1337 22nd Street'NW

Washington, DC 20037

202/659-4156

Brent Hege

Youth Law Center of Polk

County, Inc.

405 Shops Building.

Des Moines, IA 50309

515/244-1172

Russell Hogrefe

Juvenile Justice Advisory

Council

American Camping Association

19 S. LaSalle

Chicago, IL 60603

312/332-0833

Anne Hornbein

National Council of Jewish

Women

255 Dexter Street

Denver, CO 8022,0

303/322-5798

Floyd Hudgins

PO Box 12127

Columbus, GA 31907

Elizabeth Hannay-Hurlow

Porter, Novelli & Associates

3240 Prospect Street NW

Washington, DC 20007

202/342-7000

D. Jackson

YMCA Center for Youth

Alternatives

1414 S. First Street

Louisville, KY 40208

502/637-6480'

Carle Jackson

Louisiana Commission on

Law Enforcement

1885 Wooddale Blvd,

Baton Rouge, LA 70806

504/925-4461

James R. James

National Center for State

Courts

1600 Tullie Circle, NE

Suite 119

(Atlanta, GA 30329

404/634-3366

ti

$

Joyce L. Jamison

Women in Community Service

U.S. Department of Labor

Jobs Corps

1961 Stout, 1733 Federal Bldg,

Denver, CO 80294

303/837-5829
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Carmen Janssen

Iowa Crime Commission

Lucas State Office Bldg.

Des Moines; IA 50319

515/281-3241

Nancy Jewell

Division of Criminal Justice

1313 Sherman Street

Rom 419

Denver, CO 80203

303/839-3331

Roger Johnson

Department of Institutions

Division of Youth Services

4255 S. Knox, Court

Denver, CO 80236

Ronald Johnson

National Board of YMCA's

291' Broadway

New York, NY 10007

212/374-2148

Clergue Jones

ICJRS

.ox 6000

Rockville, MD 20850

800/424-2856

Lawrence Jones

Camp Halifax

Lingan Street

Box 34

Halifax, MA 02338

617/293-2186
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James Joy

ACLU

1711 Penn

Denver, CO 80203

303/861-2258

Stan Kand

H.I.R.E.D.,,Inc.

1009 Nitollet Mall

-Minneapolis, MN 55403

612/348-4967

Joan Keane

.
.1722 S. Washington Street

Denver, CO 80209

Paul C.. Keller

Utah Council on Criminal Justice

and Utah State Juvenile Court,

5th District

'47 S. 1st E. Street

Price, UT 84501

801/637-5491

,Mary Jo Killian

Washington County CoMmunity

Corrections

Courthouse (

Stillwater, MN 55082

612/439-3220

Jane C. Knapp

Street Law in Corrections

Program

DlevelandMarshall College of

Law

18th and Euclid Avenue

Cleveland, OH 44115

1 r

Neil B. Krugman

U.S. HOuSe Of Representatives

Education & Labor,.Subcommittee

on Human Resources

2178 Rayburn H.O.B.

Washington, DC 20515

202/225-1850

David Lambert

National Center for Youth

Law

3701 Lindell Blvd.

PO Box 14200

St. Louis, MO 63178

314/533-8868

FranklaRocque

R.R. 1, Box 70

Dunseith, ND 58329

Mike R. Lemaster

Washington County Juvenile

Court

County CoUrts Building

Fayetteville, AR 72701

501/521-8400

James Levin

Foster Parent Recruitment

Center.

1290 Williams

Denver, CO 80218

303/321-5784

Arthur Lieb

Juvenile Supervfsor,

Juvenile Court

Box 2806

Fargo, ND 58102

7011232-4451

Michael Lieberman

Larimar County Department

of Social Services

Box 2955

Estes Park, CO 80517

303/586-5150

Paula Litt

Iginois Law Enforcement

Commission

120 S. Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 60606

312/454-1560

William Littlefield

PO Box 833

Brunswick, GA 31520

Shelda Lussier

Redlake

Redlake Courts

Redlake, MN 56671

218/679-3303

Dan Lombardo

LEGIS 50 - -The Center for

Legislative Improvement,

Louisiana State Legislature

J.J. Project'
.

PO Box 4412, Capitol Sta.

'Baton 'Eovoi LA 70804



Elaine, B. Long

National Council of Jewish

Women

686 S. Poplar

Denver, CO 80224

303/388 -3836

John Maier

Iowa Department of Social

Services

5th Floor--Hoover State

Office Building

Des Moines, IA 50310

515/281-6097

Jim Marchel

Utah Juvenile Court

-339 S. 600 East

Salt Lake, UT 84102

801/533-5254 ;

Anita Marcus

Texas Coalition for Juvenile

'Justice

2906 Maple Avenue

Suite 204

Dallas, TX 75201

214/651-9084

Ann Marshall

Tutorial Intervention Pro-

gram

University of Southern

Mississippi

Southern Station, Box 5026,

Hattesburg, MS 39401

601/266-7126

David Martinez

North Denver Youth Services,

Inc.

2538 W. 32nd Avenue

Denver, CO 80211

303/458-6585,,

Gordon Mabbett

Ministry of Attorney-General.

941 \(a) England Avenue

Courtenay, B.C. Canada V9N 2N7

604/338-5033

Orlando L. Martinez

Division of Youth Services

4255 S. Knox "Court

Denver, CO 80236

303/789-1822

MaDilyn May

Redlake

Redlake Courts

Redlake, MN 56671

218/679-3303

Leslie Medina

URSA Institute

Pier 11/2

San Francisco, CA 94619

415/398-2040
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Wally Mlyniec

Chairman, Juvenile Justice

AdvisoryGroup

Office of Critinal Justice

Plans and Analysis

605 G Street NW, 3rd Floor

Washington, DC 20004

202/624-8205.

Paul Mones

Legal Services

529 W. gain\Street

Clarksburg, WV 26301

304/623-6640

Lonny Morrison

Juvenile Justice Advisory

Council

Iowa Crime Commission

Lucas State Office Bldg,

Des Moines, IA 50319

515/832-3068

'Richard Moss

National Council on Crime

and Delinquency

50. W.Iroad Street

Suite 2640

Columbus, OH 43215

614/461-1106

Diane Mott

Department of Social &

Rehabilitative Services

12 Merchants Row

Rutland, VT 05701

802/7757330



Faruq Muhammad

National Prison Project

1346 ConnectidUt Ave., NW

Suite 1031

. Washington, pc 20036

202/331-0500

Corrine Nobles

1010 1416 Street W

Billings,' MT 59102

'406/252-5703 j

Terry Nobles

& Associatea,.1

Architects

PO BOX 1313

Billingi, MT 59103

406/245 -5453

Jerry Novack,

Ohio'Youth Commisaidn

35 East Gay Street

,Columbus, OH 43215.

Mary O'Connell

Maine Crimidal Justice Plan-

ning & Assistance Agency

11 Parkwood Drive.

Augusta,4M1 '84330

`207/289-3S61.'

Debbie Ortiz

Juvenile Jukice Advisory

Council:Member

1579,0sceola

Denver, CO 80204

303/861-8811 '

4

Roger Paine

Attention Homes

PO Box 907

Boulder, CO 80306 ,

303/4,474206

0

Charlotte,Panter

National' Football League

Players Association

26 O'Farrell, Suite 906

San Francisco, CA 94108

415/392-4371

Betsy Pattullo

JuVenile CourtAdvocacy Pro-.

gram

85 Devonshire Street

Boston, MA 12109

617/367-2880

Warren Pau1

LEGIS 50--The Center for

Legislative Improvement

333 W, Colfax

Denver, CO 80204

303/825-1776

Tony Perea

North Denver. Youth

Services, Inc.

2538 W. 32nd Ave,

Denver., CO 8021

303/45'8-6585

.89 ,

Rejean Pinard

Association Des.C.S.S. du

Quet.c

2420 rue Des Patriotes

'Laval, Quebec H7L 3V5

514/625-5357

Susan Pixton

Collard, Kuhnhausen;,Pixton

& Downes, Law Firm

10 Exchange Place

Suite 210

. Salt Lake City, UT 8411

801/534-1663

Jerome V. Porter

Office of Pueblo

Attorney

10th and Main Streets

Pueblo, CO :81003

303/543-3550, ext. 207

County

'Leonard Potter

White Earth R.B.C..

Box 418,

White Earth; MN 56591

218/983-3285

Dick' Powell

Divisidrnouth'Services

1320 "C" Brookwood Drive

Little Rock, AR 72202

501/371-2651



Jane Prancan

The Piton Foundation

4 Inverness Court East

Englewood, CO 80112

303/773-3801,

Jack Pransky

Vermont CoMmission onAdminis-

tration of Justice,

149 State Street

'Montpelier, VT 05647

802/828-2351

Patricia Puritz'

Washington Streetwork Project.

701 Maryland Avenue NE

Washington, DC .20002

202/546-1257
v\

Michele Repke

Human Services Generalist

Program

University of Minnesota.

7934 51st Avenue North

New Hope, MN 55428'

612/535-2743

James Rolando

Montana Child & Youth

Development Bureau

517 East Front

Butte, MT 59701

406/792-2324

Michael Ross

Juvenile Justice Advisory

Council

'owa Crime Commission

Lucas State OffiCe Bldg,

Des Moines,:IA 50319

515/281-3241

Joli Scheidemantel

Lakin State Hospital

Marshall University

1340 4th Avenue, /131

Huntington, WV 25701

304/529-3483

David Schmidt.

PO Box 1842

Albuquerque, NM 87103

E.J. Schmidt

Loveland Police Department

410 E. 5th Street,

Loveland, CO 80537

303/667-2151

Charies' Schnabolk

Peter Rodino Institute of

Criminal Justice

Jersey City State College

Jersey City, NJ 07115

Beverly Schulke

.North Dakota Combined Law

Enforcement Council, Box B

Bismarck, NJ 58505

701/224-2594
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John M. Sells

JOhnny Gray Jones Youth

Shelter .

P9 Box 6407

Bossier City, LA 71111

318/747.1459

'James C. Shepard

Office of Criminal Justice

Planning

7171 Bowling Dirve,,

Suite 210

Sacramento, CA 95823

916/322-5703

Deborah Shore

Washington Streetwork

Project ,4

701 Maryland Avenue NE

Washington, DC' 20002

202/546-4900

John Sliemers

Southeast Denver Youth

Services

\\1D00 Garfield., Street

nver, CO 80206

303/321-2771

Lyn/Smith

3435 Albion

Denver, CO 80207
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Roger W. Smith r)

Colorado' Department of

Institutions

3656 W. Princeton Circle

Denver, CO 80236

303/839-3414

Andre Soucy

C. Accueil Notre-Dame

de Laval

310 bowl, Cartier

Laval, Quebec H7N 2J2

514/382-1110 ,

Bonnie Staley

Larimer Weld COG--Criminal

Justice Planning

201.E. 4th Street, Room 201

Loveland, CO 80533

303/667-3288

Lee Steele

Probation Department

Supervisor, Juvenile Probation

9th Avenue & 9th Street

PO Box C

Greeley, CO 80632

303/356-4000, ext. 585

'Philip Stenehjem

Juvenile Supervisor,

Juvenile Court

Box 478

Williston, ND 58801

701/572-6373

George Sumner

Redlake ,

Redlake Courts

Redlake, MN 56671

218/679-3303

Charles W. Swan

U.S. Department of Health,

Education & Welfare

1961 Stout Street

Denver, CO 80294

Mike Tate

Arrowhead Regional Corrections

319Courthouse

Duluth, MN 55802

218/723-3461

Herbert Terry--

Mississippi Criminal Justice

Planning Division

723 N. President Street,

Suite 400

Jackson, MS 39202

Stephen Thornton

Department of Court Services

Olmsted County Courthouse

Rochester, MN 55901

507/285-8164

Joe Tolan

Department of Human Services,

Juvenile Services Division

"6 S. 5th Street

'KY 40202

'iu,',/581-6129
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Madlyn Tombs

State Department of

Institutions

3656 W. Princeton Circle

Denver, CO 80236

303/839-3414 --

John Tompkins

Mississippi Department of

Youth Services.

PO Box 692

Vicksburg, MS 39180

601/638-8026

Peyton Townes

926 Virginia Circle

Atlanta, GA 30306

Kathleen Trihey

Arrowhead. Regional

Corrections

1418 Fern Avenue .

Duluth, MN 55805

218/722-7777

June Tuzinski

Hennepin County Juvenile

Court

11110 W. River Road

Champlin, MN 55316

421-1870

Shirley Underwood

401 E. Wautauga Avenue

Johnson City, TN 37601

615/929-2106
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Cindie Unger ,

Midwest Research Institute

425 Volker Blvd,

Kansas City, MO 46110

816/753-7600

George William Van Meter

Division'of Youth & Family

Services

1 S. Montgomery Street

Trenton, NJ 08619

609/292-0571

Anita Walker

Community Corrections

1911 Viking Drive NW.

Rochester, MN 55901

507/288-8230

Wayne Walker

Juvenile Justice Advisory

Group c/o MCJPAA

11 Parkwood Drive

Augusta, ME 04330

207/289-3361

Gary Walsky.

Family Therapy Institute

Rugby, ND 58368

701/776-5751

Helga Watt

LEGIS 50--The Center for

Legislative Improvement

333 W. Colfax

Denver, CO 80204

303/825-1776

1;,":)

Anita S. West

Denver Research Institute

University of Denver

Denver, CO 80208

303/753-3301

Mark Wickley

Division of Youth and

Family Servicei

Chief, Bureau of Research

1 S. Montgomery'

Trenton, NJ 08625

609/292-8510

Diane Woodstern

National Moratorium on

Prison Construction

1251 2nd Ave"

San Francisco, CA 94122

Julie Wilkie

Box 627

Belcourt, ND 58316

Nancy Willett

General College

(Lino Lakes Center)

1316 Knox Avenue N,

Minneapolis;, MN 55411

612/521-3097

Linda Williams

Atlanta Regional Commission

230 Peacktree Street NW

Suite 200

Atlanta, GA 30331

404/656-7706
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Kerry Williamson

LEGIS 50--The Center for

Legislative Improvement

Louisiana State Legislature

J.J. Project

PO Box 44012, Capitol

Station

Baton Rouge, LA 70804

504/342-2453

Shirley Wilson

Office of Criminal Justice

Plans and Analysis

421 8th Street NW

Washington, DC 20004

202/727-6554 or 55

Jerry Wolf skill

Missouri Council on Criminal

Justice

621 E. Capitol

Jefferson City, MO 65102

314/751-3432

Phil Wooderson,

Boone County Juvenile

Justice. Center

Rt, 9, Box'492A

Columbia, MO 65201

314/443-1543

Cindy Worley

Governor's Office

212 State Capitol

Oklahoma City, OK 73105

405/521-2345



Mamie Yee

Juvenile Justice Legal

Advocacy Project

693 Mission Street, 7th Floor

San Francisco, CA 94105

415/543-3379

Jean Zimmerman,

Clay County Family Court

Services

807 N. 11th Street

Box 280

Moorhead, MN 56560

218/233-2781, e;;;., 346

Moderators

Rosemary Ahmann

County Commissioner

Olmstead County Courthouse

515 2nd Street

Rochester, MN 55901

507/285-8115

Lawrence Borom

National Urban League

1875 York

Denver, CO 80206

Harold E. Bray, Sheriff

Jefferson County Sheriff's

Department

Golden, CO 80419

303/279-2571
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Grady A. Decell, Director

South Carolina Department of

Youth Services

4900 Broad River Road

PQ Box 21487

Columbia, SC 29221

803/758-6251

Craig Dobson, Chief

Division of Jail Services

National Institute of Corrections

PO Box 9130

Boulder, CO 80301

303/443-7060

Terrence Donahue

Juvenile Justice Specialist

Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention

633 Indiana Ave., NW

Washington, DC 20531

Nancy Grey

Council Member

110 Fishback

Ft, Collins, CO 80521

303/482-8858 or 484-4220

Pete Mirelez

County Commissioner

4th and' Bridge Streets

Brighton, CO

303/659-2120
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James O'Neill

Executive Director,

Colorado Sheriff's Assoc,

619 S. Monroe Way

Denver, CO 80209

303/659-2120

G, Nicholas Pijoan

Associate Professor

Department of Public

Affairs

100 14th Street

Denver, CO 80202

303/629-2791

Samuel Sublett

Illinois Department of

Corrections

PO Box 246

St. CharlesrIL 60174

312/584-0750

Dale Tooley

District Attorney

2nd Judicial District

924 W. Colfax

Denver, CO 80204

Anthony Ttavisono

American Correctional Assoc.

4321 Hartwick Road

Suite L-208

College' Park, MD 20741

301/864-1070



David Wood, Attorney

Wood, Herzog and Osborne

First National Bank Bldg.

6th Floor

Ft. Collins, CO 80521

303/484-2928

Speakers

Linda Abram

Researth AsSociate

Community Research Forum

University of Illinois

505 E. Green, Suite 210

Champaign, IL 61820

217/333-0443

Rosemary Ahmann

County Commissioner

Olmstead County Courthouse

515 2nd Street

Rochester, MN 55901

A

507/285-8115

Thomas Benjamin

State Coordinator

Citizen's Advocacy Network

National Council on Crime and

Delinquency

1901 N. Olden Avenue

Suite 3

Trenton, NJ 08618

609/882 -7373

Michael Bigley

Director of Detention

Services

New York Division for Youth

84. Holland Avenue

Albany, NY 12208

518/473-4630

Jeanne Block

Kentucky Youth Advocates

2024, Woodford Place

Louisville, KY 40205

502/456-2140

James Brown, Director

Community, Research Forum

University of Illinois

505 E. Green, Suite 210

Champaign, 'IL 61820

217/333-0443

John J. Buckley

Middles q% County Sheriff

Superior Courthouse

East Cambridge, MA 02141

617/494-4400

Robert Campbell

County Court Judge

St, Louis County Courthouse

5th Avenue & 1st Street

Duluth, MN 55802

218/723-3491
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John Churchville

Program Associate

Criminal Justice Program

American Friends Service

Committee

1501 Cherry Street

Philadelphia, PA 19102

215/241-7136

James Collier

Office of Public Affairs

University of Illinois

Dammrt House

Champaign, IL 61820

2W333-5010

Thomas Colosi

Vice President, National

Affairs

American Arbitration Assoc.

1730 Rhode Island Ave., NW

Suite 509

Washington, DC 20036

202/296-8510

Jan Costello

Youth Law Center

693 Mission Street

7th Floor

San Francisco, CA 94105

Joseph DeJames, Director

Juvenile Detention and

Monitoring Unit\

New Jersey Department of

Corrections

PO Box 7387

Whittlesey, NJ 08628



James. J. .Delaney,,,, Judge

Juvenile and Family Court

Division

1931 E. Bridge Street

Brighton, CO 80601

313/659-1161

Erskind DeRamus, Deputy

Commissioner

Pennsylvania Bureau of

Corrections

PO Bbx 598,

Camp Hill, PA 17011

717/787-7480

Parker Evatt

Executive Director.

Alston Wilkes Society

1101 Olympia Avenue

Columbia, SC 292Q5

801/799-2490

Mark Ezell

ASSOciete. Director

Florida Center foi Children

and Youth

102 S. Calhoun Street

Tallahassee, FL 32301

904/224-9483

'Barbara FruChter

Executive Director

Juvenile Justice Center of

PennSylvania

2100 Locust Street

Phil'a'delpia, PA, 19103

215/735-4948

Linda Gallant, Adminmrator

Coalition for the Protection

of,Youth Rights

2'22 Grain Exchange Blp.

323 4th Avenue S. .

Minrieapolis, MN 55415

612/332-1441

Shirley Gains

1415 N. Dearborn

Chicdgo, IL 60610

312/951-6310

Donna Hamparian

Principal Investigator

Major Issues in Juvenile Ju: :ice

Information and Training

Academy for Contemporary Problems

1501' Neil Avenue

Columbus, OH 43201

614/4?1-t0

Thomas James, President

New Pride, Inc.

1401 Gilpin Street

Denver,' CO 80218

303/320-4631

Donald Jensen,

Staff Consultant

John Howatd Association

67.E. Madison Street

Chicago, IL 60603 ,,.

312/263-1901
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Judith Johnson

Executive Director

National Coalition for

Jail Reform

;1333 New Hampshire Ave., IQ

Washington, DC 20036

202/296-8630

Michael Kelly, Attorney

Juvenile Justice Committee

West,Virginia Supreme Court

E 402.. State Capitol

Charleston, WV

304/348.3649

Robert Kihm

Research Lsociate

Community Research Forum

University of Illinois

505 E. Green, Suite 210

Champaign, IL 61820

217/333-0443

Jerry Kopke, Director

Polk CoUnty Detention Center

1548 Hull Avenue

Des'Moines, IA 50316

Kujaatele Kweli, Director

Youth Development League

5001 E. 62nd Street

New York, NY 10021,

212/644-6572
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Judy Levin, Directot

Foster Parent Reciuitment

Center

1290 Williams Street

Denver,,C0 80217

303/321-5784

Reverend Virginia :lackey

Chairperson

National Interreligious Task

Force on Criminal Justice

50 Plymouth Avenue N.

Rochester, NY 14614

716/232-6446

Mary Maritinez

Chief Probation Officer

Taos County Probation

Department

PO Box 1287'

Taos, NM 87571.

505/758-3722

Jonas Mata

Research Associate

Community Research Forum

University of Illinois

505 E. Green, Suite 210

Champaign, IL :61820

217/333-0443

Michael McMillen

Research 4:6soclate

Commt.ci Research Forum

Univers!.7 of Illiaois

505 E, ;:::11,'"Soite 210

Cham,h,.1211, 6182u

217/33344!:5'

Rebeca Mendoza, Staff Attorney

Juvenile Justice Legal Adiloca0

Project

693 Mission Street, 7th Flc,o.:

San Francisco, CA 94105

415/543-3379

Jeanette Musengo, Director

Illinois Prisons & Jails Project

. John Howard Association

67'E. Madison Avenue

'Chicago, IL 60603

312/263-1901

James Oleson'

Oleson-Ratliff Research Associates

Suite 3 - Lang Mission

1572 Race Street

Denver, CO 80206

303/629 -9417

Donald Rademacher

Town & Country Professional

Building.

97 West Be Cave Rd.,

Room 24

Austin,.TX 78746

50/327-4352

Richard W,/ Sammons

Family A:kcacy Council

15 Western Proth,

Auburn, ME 04210

2W786-2117

Ira Schwartz

Associate AdMinistrator

Officr of Juvenile Justice

and/Delinquency Prevention

633/Indiana Ave., NW

shington, DC 20531

202/724-7772

John Poulin

National Center for the Lsessment

of Alternatives to Juvenile Justice

Processing

The University of Chicago

969 E, 60th Street

, Chicago, 60637

Brandt Pryor

Research Assistant

Community Research Forum

University of Illinois

505,E. Green, Suite 210

.Champaign, 'IL 61820

217/333-0443

Suzanne. Smith, 'Direct();

Hennepin County

Detention Program

507 Courthouse

350 S. 5th Street

Minneapolis, MN 55415

612/348-6824

Harry Swanger

National Juvenib, Law

Center

PO Box 14200

St, Louis, MO 63178

314/652-5555



David Vandercoy

Staff Attorney

National Juvenile Law Center

3701 Lindell Blvd,

PO Box 14200

St, Louis, MO 63178

314/G52-5555

John Vermilye

Director of Public Safety

Lakewood Police Department

44 Union Boulevard

Lakewood, CO 80228

Robert Wientzen, Chairperson

Ohio State Advisory Group

7208 Royalgreen Drive

Cincinnati, OH 45244

513/562-1100

David D. West
(1.

Director of Formula Grants and

Technical. Assista e

Office Juvenj'r Justice and

Delinquincy

633 , NW

Washingou, CC 2053?.

202/7"6-''72

Doyle Woou, Juvenile jAtice

Specialist

Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention

633 Indiana Ave., NW

Washington, DC 20531

202/724-7775

Kenneth Wooden

National Coalition for

Children's Justice

1214 Evergreen Road

Yardley, PA 19067

215/295-4236
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